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I SSUES AND THEMES IDENT IF IED B Y S TAKEHOLDE R S

Civic engagement and public input will be critical to the development of a successful
Comprehensive Plan. In the initial phases of developing the Issues Report the Township
utilized a multi-pronged approach to obtain input from a wide variety of stakeholders
which involved:
 Extensive educational and public
outreach,
 Obtaining input from advisory
bodies and commissions,
 Facilitating Community Workshops,
 Hosting Regional Civic Association meetings,
 Conducting stakeholder interviews.
The first step in engaging the
public was to educate residents in regards to the comprehensive planning
process and promote opportunities to
participate. In 2007 the Building and
Planning Department partnered with
the Lower Merion Library System to
create a Recommended Reading list
compiled by Planning Staff to provide
residents with background information and insight as to the importance
of planning. The reading list was distributed at each of the Township libraries in the form of a bookmark for
dissemination. The Township’s local
cable channel LMTV 7 concurrently
ran a public service announcement
to promote the recommended reading list and also advertise the upcoming Community Workshop dates.
The Township’s website also featured a page devoted to the Comprehensive Plan and included links to
previous plans, comprehensive planning efforts of nearby municipalities
and meeting notices. Throughout
the process the Township website
will continually be updated to keep
residents abreast of the progress of
the report.
In 2008 a Community Map was
distributed to every household in the
Township as an educational tool to
help residents more clearly under-

stand the community in which they
live and help them to effectively plan
for the community’s future. The Map
was prepared with the assistance of
the Montgomery County Planning
Commission and was funded through
advertising from the business community at no cost to the Township.
The map was designed to explain
the purpose of the Comprehensive
Plan and the process for the development and implementation of the
Plan. The map contained a letter issued to the residents from the Board
of Commissioners underscoring the
goal of the comprehensive plan “to
develop strategies to preserve and
enhance the excellent quality of life
and exceptional character for which
our community is known.” A brief
narrative explained the purpose of
the map as it related to the Comprehensive Plan, which included an
explanation of the Comprehensive
Planning Process from its inception
to its implementation.
INPUT OF B OARDS AND
COMM ISSIONS

Staff attended meetings with the
six advisory bodies and commissions
that have critical involvement in the
land development process to better understand the issues facing the
Township from the unique perspective of each body. Each of the following Township Advisory Boards/
Commissions prepared a list of prevalent issues and possible solutions
for inclusion in the Issues Report:
 Zoning Hearing Board;
 Planning Commission;
 Historical Commission;
 Board of Historical Architectural

Review;
 Environmental Advisory Committee; and the
 Shade Tree Commission.
In addition to the aforementioned
bodies, the Lower Merion Conservancy also to participate in the planning process and compile a list of issues relating to historic preservation.
The Lower Merion Conservancy
used the initial list as the basis for the
“Historic Preservation Best Practices
White Paper,” which is included in
Appendix C. A summary of issues
identified by each advisory body is
provided in Appendix D.
COMMUNITY WO RKSHOPS

Four community workshops were
hosted by the Planning Commission
during the fall of 2007 to solicit input
and feedback from Township stakeholders. The Community Workshops provided a forum to allow for
an open dialogue to gather input
from the public. Following a kickoff meeting on July 9, 2007 which
informed residents about the comprehensive planning process the following workshops were held to identify prevalent issues facing Township
residents, business and institutions
with a meeting dedicated to each respective group:
 September 4, 2007 - Background
 October 1, 2007 - Institutions
 November 5, 2007 - Commercial
 December 3, 2007 - Residential
Meeting notes for each workshop
may be accessed on the Township’s
website at www.lowermerion.org. A
summary of issues identified by participants at the Community Workshops is included in Appendix D.
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REGI ONA L C IV I C
A SSOCI ATION MEE T INGS

The Township is fortunate to have
such an active citizenry as evidenced
by the work of the Township’s seventeen civic associations. In order to
tap into the firsthand knowledge residents have in regards to issues affecting the various neighborhoods, three
regional civic association meetings
were held during the fall of 2007.
The purpose behind facilitating geographically specific meetings was to
foster an in-depth discussion about
issues impacting various neighborhoods because different issues are
more prevalent in different areas of
the Township. For example, teardown/rebuilds are more common in
Gladwyne than in other areas due in
part to the housing stock and lot size.
Township staff first met with The
Federation of Lower Merion Civic Associations on September 10, 2007 to
explain the comprehensive plan and
the importance of public input in the
planning process. The Federation
helped staff to schedule the meetings
and identify which civic associations
were to attend each respective meeting as follows:
O c t ob er 22 , 2 0 0 7 :

Ardmore Progressive, Ard-Wood,
North Ardmore, Wynnewood, Shortridge, Penn Wynne and Wynnewood
Valley Civic Associations
Participants indicated that they
enjoy and wish to maintain the village-feel of Ardmore and wish to
build upon the walkability of the
area. Residents were concerned with
the vitality of the commercial corridor and the pedestrian environment.
The possible urbanization of the
neighborhoods was also a major
concern. Neighborhood preservation and integrity were noted to be
of extreme importance to residents
and participants indicated a strong
desire for new developments to be
consistent with the existing neighborhoods.

HARB
HC

Studies
Ordinances

N ove mber 20, 2007:

Haverford, Gladwyne, Bryn Mawr
and Rosemont-Villanova Civic Associations
A high level of community involvement and opportunities for
participation in the early stages of
the planning process were topics of
interest at the meeting. Residents
were concerned with the teardown/
rebuild trend and infill development
inconsistent with the surrounding
neighborhood.
Residents also indicated a desire
for the Township to actively pursue
multiple means of transportation to
further enhance the quality of life for
residents and the connectivity of the
neighborhoods to other local amenities.

Stakeholder
Issues

Staff
Analysis

2) proximity; 3) diversity; and 4) efficient Township services.
Meeting notes for each Regional
Civic Association meeting may be accessed on the Township’s website at
www.lowermerion.org. A more detailed summary of issues identified
by participants at the Regional Civic
Association Meetings is included in
Appendix D.
S TAKEHOLDE R
INTERVIEWS

Throughout the fall of 2007 over
30 stakeholder interviews were held.
Stakeholders are broadly defined as
specific people or groups who have a
stake, or an interest, in the outcome
of the project. A series of questions
were prepared for the three general
categories of stakeholders: residents,
institutions, and business owners in
D e c ember 17, 2007:
Merion, Merion Park, Neighbor- Lower Merion. A summary of issues
hood Club of Bala Cynwyd, Penn identified by stakeholders is included
Valley, Belmont Hills and Narberth in Appendix D.
Civic Associations
Residents indicated that Lower CONCLUSION
Merion is a combination of a residenPublic input and civic involvement
tial community and a regional des- is vital to the success of a long-range
tination. Tremendous opportunity comprehensive plan. The compreexists to be a destination while pro- hensive planning process is designed
viding opportunities for the people to encourage public participation to
who live here to work in close prox- identify community goals and estabimity to where they live; however, lish a common vision for the future
participants stated that the commu- of the Township. The public was innity would like the density to be con- vited to provide insight regarding the
trolled in residential areas.
most prevalent issues facing residents,
Participants stated that the Com- businesses, institutions and property
prehensive Plan must thoroughly ad- owners throughout the Township in
dress this portion of the Township order to form the basis of the Issues
because it has the potential to be Summaries section of this report. The
most impacted by new commercial comments garnered at the Commudevelopment of these regional desti- nity Workshops, Regional Civic Asnations along City Avenue and Rock sociation meetings, and stakeholder
Hill Road and new residents and em- interviews as well as the input of the
ployees will have to drive through advisory bodies and commissions
their neighborhoods to get to the new were incorporated into the staff analdevelopments.
ysis of the issues and themes.
The Merion Park Civic Association identified four main elements
unique to Lower Merion that have attracted residents to live in the Township, which are: 1) the quality of life;
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I SSUES AND THEMES ANALYZED B Y S TAFF

This section presents a summary of current and anticipated issues facing Lower Merion Township that should be addressed through the preparation of a new Comprehensive Plan. These issues were derived from a broad and diverse range of sources including public workshops, input
from advisory bodies, a review of Township planning activities and interviews with residents,
stakeholders and government officials. The findings presented in this section are derived from
a combination of hard quantifiable data and softer intuitive knowledge of the Township.
This report is structured around
fifteen broad issues identified through
a series of public meetings and workshops hosted by the Planning Commission and Township staff. The identified issues cover a diverse range of
topics including: implementation of
long-standing community goals such
as historic preservation and affordable
housing; current land development
issues such as institutional expansion;
and future planning ramifications of
changes in energy supply, building
technologies and natural resources.
Each of the fifteen ‘Issues’ provides
a framework to understand complex
problems by exploring their underlying causes and planning implications.
This section reveals the importance
of recognizing the interrelationship
among the issues to avoid potential
unintended consequences resulting
from compartmentalized actions. One
of the primary findings of this report
is that while the Township planning
process is very effective at addressing the complexities of specific issues
through individual projects, this process often overlooks smaller interrelated issues, which may result in lost
opportunities or inefficiencies.

FO R MAT

The following section summarizes
the general significance of the issues
and systematically breaks down each
issue into smaller components that
can be addressed through the implementation of a new Comprehensive
Plan. The summaries explain the underlying factors associated with each
issue, why each issue is important to
the community and then presents a
framework for action in which the issue can be addressed. The summary
of each issue is structured to include:
 How the issue relates to the development pattern of the Township
and the lifestyle and market forces
that contribute to the issue. This
section also identifies underlying
factors that influence the issue and
are generally beyond the ability of
local government to address.
 How the issue relates to the character and health of Lower Merion
Township. This section identifies
the qualitative reasons why a particular issue is important from a
planning perspective and why it is
important to the community.
 The legal framework in which the
issue exists. This section identifies

the federal, state and county laws,
codes, and policies which influence the issue and also may limit
the Township’s ability to address
the issue.
 The local regulatory framework in
which the issue can be addressed.
This section identifies what the local government can do to address
the issue.
 The local non-regulatory framework in which the issue can be addressed. This presents important
efforts by advisory bodies, nonprofits and civic groups to address
issues and to improve conditions.
This analysis results in planning
assumptions and comprehensive
planning implications which form the
recommendations of this report. The
following Recommendations chapter
will integrate the assumptions and
implications together into a recommended program for the preparation
of a new comprehensive plan.
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H IS TO R IC P R ESERVAT ION : P R ESERV ING THE HI STORI C DEVELOPMENT PATT E RN OF
THE COMMUNIT Y

Lower Merion has a long and devoted history of protecting its historic resources. As early as 1962, the Township enacted a historic district ordinance, which provided for the protection of groups of historic resources
within a contiguous boundary. The Township obtained designation as a Certified Local Government in 1992.
The Certified Local Government Program is a preservation partnership among local, state and national governments focused on promoting historic preservation at the grassroots level.
The Township also received designation as a Preserve America Community in 2007, which is a program
administered through the National
Park Service to recognize historic
preservation efforts and encourage heritage related education and
tourism. While the Township has a
strong record of protecting historic
resources, many significant resources
continue to be lost. The historic and
cultural resources that took generations to create can be destroyed much
more quickly. Continued efforts to
discover, preserve, interpret, and celebrate historic and cultural resources
will be fundamental in maintaining
the Township’s unique identity and
sense of place, while also balancing
private property rights. Based on
the input received at the Community
Workshops in 2007 and stakeholder
interviews, preserving individual historic resources and the collective development pattern are critical issues
to be addressed in the Comprehensive Plan.
The Township has successfully
utilized regulatory and non-regulatory measures to advance historic
preservation.
Regulatory historic
preservation efforts involve a dynamic relationship between community objectives and private property
rights. Historic preservation issues
are related to issues regarding density, commercial revitalization, community character and even affordable
housing and cannot be solved in isolation. In addition to refining regulatory controls it will be important to
expand upon educational programs
that improve public awareness re-

garding the importance of historic resources and encourage private property owners to make conservation
minded decisions.

Imp act of lar ger mar ket
fo rc es, lifestyle choices
a n d l and use patterns upon
H i s t o r ic Preser v ation

Developed as a first-ring railroad
suburb, the Township is comprised
of many complex historical layers integral to the character of the community. According to the 2000 Census
data, nearly 70 percent of all housing
units were constructed prior to 1960
and therefore may qualify as historic
due to their age.
Recently, due to market forces
and a limited supply of developable
land, older properties have become
attractive candidates for redevelopment. Presently, the value of land
to an individual property owner

may outweigh the value of the site’s
historic resource, as evidenced by
the recent demolition of LaRonda.
Similarly, such conditions may entice developers to seek out properties to consolidate and redevelop at
higher densities, thereby threatening
historic resources in more affordable
neighborhoods. Older properties
may also be more difficult to maintain, leading to neglect and eventual
demolition. When historic buildings
and neighborhoods are torn down or
allowed to deteriorate, a part of the
Township’s heritage disappears forever.
In light of the current and projected environmental climate regarding the importance of sustainability, historic preservation can – and
should – be an important component of any effort to promote viable
development. The conservation and
improvement of our existing built
resources, including the reuse of historic and older buildings, greening
existing building stock, and reinvestment in older and historic communities, is fundamental to continuing on
the path of a sustainable community.
Planning Assumptions
 Historic resources will continue
to be threatened by a strong demand for new or more modern
homes in the Township.
 The redevelopment of established
neighborhoods may lead to a loss
of historic resources and affordable residences. There is a potential synergy between the Township goals of providing affordable
housing and the goals of historic
preservation.
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 Neglect and lack of investment in
older homes and properties will
continue to endanger cultural and
historic resources.
 The debate of private property
rights versus regulatory control
over historic resources on private property will likely continue.
Incentives will continue to be a
valuable tool to balance property
owner rights and regulatory controls to advance historic preservation.
 Sustainable development and energy conservation initiatives will
likely increase. Historic preservation will provide a means to promote such efforts.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Historic Preservation Element
should include an analysis of the
current demolition processes and
explore means to ensure that potentially significant buildings are
not demolished without notice
and some level of review.
 The Land Use Element should
evaluate the zoning designations
of established, older neighborhoods vulnerable to redevelopment at higher densities.
 The Historic Preservation Element
should identify established neighborhoods that may be eligible for
historic designation.
 The Housing Element should
explore improving enforcement
measures to combat demolition
by neglect.
 The Historic Preservation Element should include an analysis of the existing incentives and
explore additional tools, such as
expediting the land development
approval process, to encourage
and reward preservation.
 The Historic Preservation Element should explore ways, such
as providing educational packets
for new historic homeowners, to
better market the benefits of historic property ownership.
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 The Historic Preservation Element
should explore ways to integrate
the key principles of energy and
‘green’-sustainable development
by encouraging the preservation
and reuse of existing facilities and
structures.

How Historic P reser vation
q u a l i tatively impacts the
c h a racter and health of the
c o mmunity

The Township has a rich and
distinctive past. The visual connection with its history from the earliest fords and mile markers through
later settlement patterns of estates,
gentleman farms, railroad and garden suburbs illustrates a harmonious
continuity of development within an
area rich in natural beauty. Works of
famous architects such as Frank Furness, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Wilson Eyre add to the historic fabric of
the community. Historic architecture
contributes to the air of permanence
throughout the Township. While
protections have been developed for
historic structures, similar provisions
do not exist for scenic landscapes,
which frame the resources and pro-
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vide continuity between these eras of
construction.
Numerous historic and cultural
resources located in commercial areas, many of which are listed on the
township’s Historic Resource Inventory, contribute to the identity of
the community. Older commercial
areas are uniquely positioned to
take advantage of their distinctive
streetscape design and abundant history to stimulate revitalization and
attract destination retailers.
Local institutions are integral to
the physical and cultural character
of the community and have served
as stewards of numerous historic resources. Bryn Mawr College has preserved and maintained several buildings on campus which have gained
historic significance. In addition,
many large estates, which no longer
fit the needs of individual families,
may have fallen to their demise without the intervention of institutions.
Rosemont College was founded in a
32-room mansion in 1921 which it
still occupies today. Similarly, the 15
½-acre Wistar Morris Estate became
the home of the Friends’ Central
School.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township recognizes the important role that historic resources play in defining the character
of the community and will likely
continue to explore innovative
strategies to encourage continued
preservation efforts.
 Without protections in place the
scenic landscapes that have historically contributed to the community character may be irrevocably altered.
 Historic resources provide a
broad range of values to the larger
community. In addition to contributing to community character,
historic resources may be used to
market commercial areas, stimulate commercial revitalization, or
enhance community trails with
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educational and interpretive signage.
 Institutions will continue to play
an important role in preserving
historic resources throughout
the community. Although institutions are often perceived to be
permanent fixtures, the majority of institutional properties are
temporarily protected and potentially vulnerable to future development.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The value that historic resources
provide to the larger community
may be better quantified through
the comprehensive planning process.
 The Land Use Element and Historic Preservation Element should
analyze methods presented in the
Montgomery County Comprehensive Plan and the Township’s
1993 Scenic Road Corridor and
Viewshed Analysis to preserve
historic landscapes and viewsheds.
 The Economic Development and
Historic Preservation Elements
should identify ways to capitalize
on the heritage of the community
and promote revitalization.
 The Historic Preservation Element
should explore the possibility
of instituting a historic property
plaque program or implementing
an educational and interpretive
signage program to recognize and
celebrate the heritage of the community and identify designated
historic resources.
 The Historic Preservation Element
should explore ways to permit
the logical expansion of existing
institutions that encourage the
preservation of historic resources.
A review of the existing incentives
should be included.
 The Historic Preservation Element should explore methods to
ensure the preservation of temporarily protected historic resources
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on institutional lands through the
use of tools such as façade easements.

T h e legal framework
i n w hich the Township
c a n manage Historic
P re s er v ation

Historic buildings are tangible
links with the past and contribute to
the sense of identity and stability of a
community, region, state and nation.
The laws and regulations that govern the preservation of the nation’s
cultural heritage developed over the
course of the 20th century, beginning
with the protection of cultural sites
on federal lands. These regulations
which recognize, protect, and interpret historic and cultural resources
have expanded to include resources
on public and private lands nationwide.
The United States Secretary of the
Interior is responsible for establishing
professional standards and providing
advice on the preservation and protection of all cultural resources listed
in or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. The
Township’s Historical Commission
and the Board of Historical Architectural Review (HARB) also review
applications involving improvements
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to the exterior of designated historic
properties for consistency with the
Secretary of the Interior’s standards.
In addition to establishing a regulatory framework to protect historic resources, the federal government provides incentives, such as the Federal
Historic Preservation Tax Incentives
to encourage the preservation of historic and cultural resources.
The Pennsylvania State government has also long recognized the
importance of historic and cultural
resources and has established several
policies and programs to assist local
municipalities. Historic preservation
land use decisions in Pennsylvania are
generally made by local governments
applying enabling legislation enacted
at the state level. The Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Commission
(PHMC), which is designated as the
State Historic Preservation Office, was
created in 1945. The agency serves as
a leading partner in public and private
efforts to preserve, research, and interpret the Commonwealth’s history.
Two forms of state enabling legislation enable the Township to preserve
historic resources within its contiguous boundaries. The Historic District
Act (Act 167) of 1961 authorized the
creation and regulation of historic
districts. Under Act 167, Lower Merion Township enacted Chapter 88 of
the Township Code entitled Historic
Districts. All local historic districts
must obtain certification of their historical significance from the PHMC in
accordance with Act 167. The second form of state enabling legislation
is the Municipalities Planning Code
which authorizes the protection of
historic resources independent of the
Historic District Act and also includes
a statement that zoning ordinances
shall provide for the protection of
natural and historic resources. The
Historic Resource Inventory and the
Historic Resource Overlay District
were created in accordance with these
provisions.
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The Township has benefitted
from its historic preservation efforts
through designation as a Certified
Local Government and a Preserve
America Community. Both national
programs enable the Township to
take advantage of available grants
which have enhanced local preservation efforts. Conversely, only a handful of property owners have taken advantage of the incentives provided by
the state and federal agencies.
Planning Assumptions
 The federal and state governments will continue to recognize
the importance of historic preservation and future programs will
link historic preservation to smart
growth, economic development
and sustainability.
 Future historic preservation efforts will be legislatively focused
and will continue to delegate historic preservation decisions to local governments.
 Funds available to local municipalities for historic preservation
will continue to compete with the
funding needs of other programs,
including transportation and infrastructure maintenance.
 The development of a local Historic Preservation Element will
likely be essential to ensure the
Township’s continued eligibility
for competitive funding through
state and federal programs.
 Property owners may not be aware
of financial incentives available,
such as the Federal Rehabilitation
Tax Credit, which have not been
widely utilized.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Historic Preservation Element
should be generally consistent
with federal and state guidelines
and plans to ensure continued
eligibility for competitive grant
funding.
 The Historic Preservation Element should include methods to
promote energy conservation to
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capitalize upon all available tools
and resources as additional funding may be targeted towards energy conservation.
 Legal decisions relating to State
historic preservation legislation will need to be periodically
reviewed by the Township Solicitor to ensure that Township
programs and ordinances are in
compliance.
 The Historic Preservation Element should include an inventory of financial incentives available
to property owners and explore
ways to promote such incentives.

L o c a l regulator y effor ts
w h i c h have been under taken
t o a ddress Historic
P re s er v ation

Lower Merion is recognized as one
of the most proactive municipalities
in the state regarding historic preservation. The Township employs a diverse set of tools which have gradually evolved over time in response to
increasing public acceptance of historic preservation regulation.
In 1962, the Township enacted
a historic district ordinance, which
provided for the protection of groups
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of historic resources within a contiguous boundary. The HARB was
established to review improvements
to properties located within the designated local historic districts. In
2000, the Township adopted the
Historic Districts and Resources Ordinance. The ordinance established
the Historic Resource Inventory
(HRI), which allows for protection
of historic resources not within a
contiguous district. The Historic
Resource Overlay District and the
Historical Commission were also created by this ordinance. The Historic
Resource Overlay District provides
certain dimensional and use incentives for applicants that are willing
to provide façade easements on their
historic property through the conditional use process.
Nearly 1,000 properties are listed
on the Township’s HRI, including
properties within six local historic
districts and individual properties
throughout the Township. Properties listed on the HRI are classified in
a two-tier system. Generally, Class
I resources are determined to have
national significance, while Class II
resources have greater local significance. The general public perception
is that any property excluded from
the HRI is not historic; however, a
gap presently exists in the current
Inventory. The surveys that created
the HRI did not comprehensively
include structures constructed after
1913, although buildings 50 years
or older may be considered historic.
In addition, valuable structures of
merit constructed prior to 1913 were
also inadvertently excluded from the
original HRI.
The HARB and the Historical
Commission review applications for
improvements to designated historic
resources for consistency with the
Secretary of the Interior’s standards
and provide a written recommendation to the Board of Commissioners
regarding the appropriateness of the
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proposal. The Board of Commissioners then determines whether or
not a project may be approved and
what, if any, conditions are attached.
The HARB and the Historical Commission reviewed 398 applications
between 2003 and 2008. Only 24
requests were made to utilize the historic preservation incentives during
this period of time. Collectively, the
various tools implemented to preserve historic resources have proven
successful; however, the procedures
currently in place are complex and
often difficult for property owners
and the public to understand.
The Township has established a
solid foundation to build upon with
regards to historic preservation. The
comprehensive planning process
provides an opportunity to develop
a Historic Preservation Element to
identify additional historic resources,
consider issues and opportunities
with those resources and analyze
the procedures affecting historic resources.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township’s historic preservation regulations are comprehensive but are located within several
chapters of the Township Code,
making them difficult to read and
understand.
 The Township will continue to
be committed to preserving local historic and cultural resources
and will strive to improve upon
the existing provisions.
 The Township’s HRI is a valuable preservation tool and may
be strengthened through periodic
updates as resources allow. The
HRI may be expanded to include
landscapes, markers, bridges and
other elements that contribute to
the Township’s character.
 The incentives set forth in the
Historic Resource Overlay District are meant to offset any detriment to designating a property as
historic. However, the incentives
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have not been widely utilized.
 The review process is complex and
difficult for the average property
owner to navigate. The process
commonly takes several months
to complete, affecting large scale
projects as well as modest improvements, such as a change in
signage.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 A Historic Preservation Element
consistent with the PHMC guidelines should be prepared as part
of the Comprehensive Plan. The
Historic Preservation Element
should comprehensively evaluate existing historic preservation
regulations including definitions,
review/approval process, and financial and non-financial incentives.
 The Historic Preservation Element should also incorporate an
update of the HRI and evaluate
possible methods for continual
maintenance of the Inventory.
The Inventory should be updated
as funding permits and resources
allow.
 The Historic Preservation Element should include an analysis
of the existing historic preservation requirements and explore
ways to make them more effective
and easier to understand. The
feasibility of better coordinating
the provisions or creating an illustrative document should be
explored.
 The Historic Preservation Element should explore the feasibility of streamlining the review process for modest improvements in
compliance with the Secretary of
the Interior’s standards.
 The Historic Preservation Element should also identify areas
and properties potentially eligible
to be designated as historic districts and/or upgraded to Class I
status. The designation of additional historic districts or Class I
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properties should be further evaluated in relation to other potential form based zoning tools, such
as a Traditional Neighborhood
Development Ordinance (TND)
in the residential component of
the Land Use Plan.

Local non-regulator y
effor ts to address Histori c
Preser v ation

On the national and the local levels, historic preservation efforts were
originally initiated by active citizens
concerned with the preservation of
historic landmarks. Perhaps most
notably, the Mount Vernon Ladies’
Association, formed in 1854, led the
preservation movement with the successful salvation of Mount Vernon
that brought the issue of historic
preservation to the forefront. At a local level, residents also actively spearheaded preservation efforts prior to
the enactment of local regulatory
controls. In 1941, a group of civicminded residents drew up an agreement with Lower Merion Township
and the Township Planning Commission to voluntarily conserve and preserve the natural beauty of the Mill
Creek Valley in perpetuity. In 1980,
the Mill Creek Historic District was
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established and was later expanded
in 1996. Successful historic preservation initiatives are often prompted
by residents and individual property
owners who join together to create
coalitions to protect historic and cultural resources.
Township residents have pursued
and supported preservation efforts
through participation on local advisory bodies and non-profit organizations, such as the Lower Merion
Conservancy. Founded in 1995, the
Conservancy protects open space,
historic architecture, and the natural environment. Over 1,000 local
families belong to the group, making it one of the largest membership
groups on the Main Line. Similarly,
the Lower Merion Historical Society
has served as a leading custodian of
the Township’s historical documents
and artifacts since 1949. Non-profit
organizations have independently
assisted property owners with establishing façade easements and realizing tax incentives. Local non-profit
organizations and advisory bodies,
such as the Historical Commission
and the HARB, are instrumental in
promoting public awareness through
education.
The Township has also benefitted
from the donations of local families
and philanthropists who have bequeathed gentleman farms and estates for the purpose of preserving
the structures and oftentimes also for
the purposes of creating public open
spaces and preserving the land. The
28-acre Ashbridge Memorial Park, for
example, was donated to the Township by Emily Ashbridge in 1940.
Local institutions have also championed historic preservation. Many
historic structures are occupied by
institutions, many of which were
originally constructed for the institution which still occupies the grounds
today. St. Mary’s Episcopal Church in
Ardmore, for example, was designed
for the church by Frank Furness in
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efforts and provide educational
1886 and is still actively used by the
and outreach programs.
church today. Other institutions have
adaptively reused historic resources  The Historic Preservation Element
should include an analysis of the
which serve as local landmarks, such
historic resources that have been
as the Baldwin School, which moved
donated to the Township. An ininto the former Bryn Mawr Hotel in
ventory of the existing manage1922. Fewer financial incentives are
ment plans should be included
available to institutions, so many of
to ensure that the resources are
their preservation efforts have been
properly maintained, efficiently
undertaken through fundraising
used and effectively preserved for
campaigns dependent upon commufuture generations to enjoy.
nity support.


The Historic Preservation ElePlanning Assumptions
ment should analyze the existing
 The Township will increasingly
financial and non-financial incenpartner with local historic presertives in place to promote historic
vation organizations and citizens
preservation. The inclusion of
groups to achieve preservation
additional incentives should be
goals through non-regulatory
explored.
means.


The Land Use Element and the
 Preservation minded non-profit
Historic Preservation Element
organizations and advisory bodshould explore the feasibility of
ies provide an effective means to
utilizing tools available in the
educate the public regarding presMunicipalities Planning Code,
ervation issues and to promote a
such as Transferable Development
culture of conservation.
Rights, to make historic preserva Donations of local families and
tion more attractive to local instiphilanthropists have provided
tutions.
invaluable resources to the community promoting both the goals
of historic preservation and
open space.
 Preserving and maintaining older,
historic buildings can be costly
and institutions may not be eligible to receive financial incentives
to encourage historic preservation, making these preservation
efforts more dependent upon
fundraising and the support of
the community.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Historic Preservation Element should explore means to
formalize conservation partnerships between the Township and
civic organizations.
 The Historic Preservation Element should include an inventory
of existing non-profit organizations, civic organizations, advisory bodies and funding resources
available to promote preservation
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A FFORDA BLE, ELDE R LY A ND WO R KFORCE HOUS ING

Affordable housing issues involve providing housing choices for residents in all phases of life, including: young
families, seniors, as well as essential members of the Township’s workforce.
In 2008, the median sales price
of homes in Lower Merion Township
was $500,00037. The Township’s
high property values are generally
the result of market demand due to
factors such as geographical location
and years of community investment
in a wide variety of services including public schools, public safety and
public infrastructure. However, high
home prices and property tax assessments make it difficult for many individuals who comprise the Lower Merion community, including teachers,
police officers, emergency personnel
and young families to live within the
Township.
The primary issues associated
with affordable housing in Lower Merion Township consist of preserving
the existing affordable housing stock
and creating new affordable housing
units within new developments. As
the Township moves forward with its
goal of providing affordable housing
many hard choices will need to be
made. The Township’s ability to address affordable housing issues is limited to a combination of zoning and
capital investment policies. These
policies may result in higher density
development, which may meet resistance from the community.
I m p a c t of l a rge r ma rke t
fo rc e s a n d l a n d u s e p a t t e r n s
u p on A fford a bl e H o u s i n g

Affordable housing is a regional
issue with local implications. Housing costs are the result of free market
forces beyond the control of the local government. The limited supply
of developable land in Lower Merion
combined with the high demand to

37 Montgomery County Planning Commission. Montgomery County Median Prices for Housing Report 2008 p. 3

 Many older, denser and more affordable neighborhoods are currently zoned for higher density
development and are prime candidates for conversion to multifamily development.

live in the Township increases local
housing prices. This in turn makes
new construction expensive and also
makes existing affordable neighborhoods vulnerable to redevelopment.
Planning Assumptions
 Lower Merion will remain a very
attractive market for infill and
multi-family development. The
prime location of the Township
means that developers can charge
premium prices for new construction.
 New construction within the
Township is frequently unaffordable due to high land, labor and
materials costs.
 State building codes and the
Township development approval
process increase construction
costs.
 The trend of tear down/rebuilds is
indicative of the lack of available
land for new home construction.
 The high value of land in the
Township may result in homeowners choosing to tear down
and rebuild rather than renovate
and remodel.

Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Housing Element should review the community development
objective of providing a variety of
housing choices for residents in
all phases of life.
 The Land Use and Housing Elements should review the land
development process and evaluate opportunities to expedite the
process in order to reduce local
costs associated with affordable
housing construction.
 The Land Use Element should
evaluate the zoning designations
of established neighborhoods vulnerable to higher density redevelopment.
 The Housing Element should also
identify existing affordable neighborhoods for preservation.
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H ow A f fo rd a bl e H o u s i n g
q u a l i t a t i ve ly i m p a c t s t h e
c h a r a c t er an d h e a l t h o f t h e
c om mu n i t y

The gradual redevelopment of
existing affordable neighborhoods
changes the character of the Township by forcing many long time
residents to relocate outside of the
Township when they can no longer
remain in their existing residences.
High property values also make it difficult for the workforce to live within
the Township, resulting in additional
commuter traffic on local roads. This
gradual loss of economic and social
diversity is changing the character of
the Township.
Planning Assumptions
 High costs associated with housing forces a large segment of the
Township’s workforce, including
young professionals, to live outside of the Township.
 Young families and seniors are increasingly priced out of the Township or forced to relocate outside
of the Township.
 The design of older, larger homes
may not suit the needs of elderly
residents who prefer to age in
place.
 There is a limited ability to expand existing homes in many established, denser neighborhoods
to allow young families to grow
in place.
 Limited amounts of student housing places a strain on the available
affordable housing stock.
 Opportunities exist to create additional affordable housing units
without impacting the community character by encouraging the
use of accessory dwelling units as
a historic preservation tool and by
providing incentives for property
owners to utilize the upper stories
of existing commercial buildings
which have traditionally provided
affordable housing.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Circulation Element should
investigate the amount of increased traffic congestion on local roads resulting from the local
workforce living outside of the
Township.
 The Housing Element should explore issues associated with student housing in the Township and
the relationship between student
housing and affordable housing.
 The Housing Element should
explore synergies of locating affordable housing in existing residential neighborhoods by encouraging accessory dwelling units on
historic properties

T h e legal framework in
w h i c h the Township can
a dd re ss Affordable Housing

Several states have recognized
the social and financial implications
associated with the inability to provide an adequate supply of affordable
housing and have mandated that local communities provide their ‘fair
share’ within their borders. Pennsylvania does not mandate affordable
housing within local municipalities,
nor does the Municipalities Planning
Code (MPC) explicitly allow munici-
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palities to mandate affordable housing. There are limited state and county financial incentives to provide for
affordable and workforce housing or
to assist individuals on fixed incomes
to remain in their homes. The supply
of Federal Community Development
Block Grants (CDBG) funds available
to local governments to assist with
promoting affordable housing is projected to decline in future years.
Planning Assumptions
 It is unlikely that Pennsylvania
will institute significant affordable housing mandates or incentives in the coming years.
 The MPC does not explicitly allow local governments in Pennsylvania to mandate inclusionary
affordable housing. Therefore,
the provision of new affordable
housing will most likely occur
through the use of incentives to
entice developers to include affordable units in residential developments.
 Montgomery County recognizes the importance of affordable
housing and works with individual municipalities to address
the issue by providing technical
planning assistance. The County
is limited in its ability to provide
financial assistance to provide affordable housing.
 While not necessarily a state-wide
issue, affordable housing is an issue for the southeastern Pennsylvania region. Issues associated with affordable housing will
continue to impact surrounding
county and municipal governments.
 Federal affordable housing assistance may continue to decrease
in coming years, requiring local
governments to increase financial
commitments to affordable housing in order to continue existing
affordable housing efforts and
programs.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Township should make a
policy decision on whether or not
to provide new affordable housing through the implementation
of zoning incentives, including
density bonuses for new development.
 The Township should continue
working with neighboring governments to provide regional solutions to affordable housing. The
Housing Element should investigate affordable housing policies
throughout the region.
 The Housing Element should explore ways to offset the likely decrease in outside funding by implementing new tools such as an
Affordable Housing Trust Fund.

L o c a l re g u l a t o r y e f fo r t s
w h i c h h ave b e e n u n d e r t a ke n
t o a dd re s s A f fo rd a bl e
H ou sin g

In Pennsylvania, local governments have the option of providing
affordable housing. Local governments may promote affordable housing through zoning incentives and redistribution of federal housing funds;
however, many developers are reluc-
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tant to provide affordable housing
because of concerns that it may reduce housing prices of an entire project. Additionally, affordable housing
is typically limited in suburban communities because zoning regulations
were historically designed for singlefamily housing on larger lots, thereby
restricting higher density multi-family housing and limiting the available
area for new affordable housing.
While the Township’s zoning pattern primarily follows this trend, it
does provide areas for more generally
affordable, higher density, multi-family residential development. However, due to the geographic value associated with Lower Merion and the
costs associated with development,
new higher density housing in the
Township is relatively unaffordable.
Recent real estate trends towards luxury condominiums and apartments
price new multi-family development
in the Township largely beyond the
financial reach of the workforce. In
recent years the Township has undertaken zoning changes to provide
incentives to developers to include
workforce and affordable housing
in new multi-family development.
Future municipal efforts to provide
affordable and workforce housing
will primarily result from zoning incentives and will likely result in increased density.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township will have to take
the lead and remain committed to
addressing affordable housing issues through implementation of a
variety of regulatory and financial
tools.
 Preservation of the existing affordable housing stock will continue to be the primary means of
ensuring the provision of affordable housing.
 Because affordable housing is not
mandated, new affordable housing will be created through the
use of incentives and will likely
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result in higher density. Public resistance to density is usually overcome through better design.
Affordable housing goals will increasingly compete with other
Township goals, such as managing density.
Opportunities exist to create additional affordable housing units
by allowing the use of accessory
dwelling units on all residential
properties.
There are frequently misunderstandings and stigmas regarding
the issue of affordable housing,
which deters developers from
taking advantage of existing incentives and fosters community
opposition to proposed affordable
housing developments.
There is a potential synergy between the Township goals of providing affordable housing and the
goals of historic preservation and
reducing traffic congestion.

Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The issue of affordable housing
should be addressed through the
Housing Element which should
incorporate existing affordable
housing plans and also explore
the potential for including affordable housing as part of commercial area revitalization.
 The Township should consider
forming an affordable housing
taskforce or committee for the
dual purpose of contributing to
the Housing Element and educating the public on the benefits of
providing affordable housing.
 The Housing, Circulation and
Land Use Elements should explore the issue of density. These
elements should determine appropriate levels of capacity and
recommend strategies for creating
plan synergies through density
or mitigating impacts of density
through design.
 The Housing Element should also
explore the impact of allowing af-
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fordable accessory dwelling units
on residential properties.
 The Township should continue
efforts to assist income eligible
homeowners in maintaining and
rehabilitating their properties
through Township programs such
as the Residential Rehabilitation
Program.
L o c a l n o n - re g u l a t o r y e f fo r t s
t o a dd re s s A f fo rd a bl e
H ou sin g

The Township has had success
working with non-profit agencies
like the Lower Merion Affordable
Housing Corporation and ElderNet
to provide extended services to financially challenged members of the
community. However, Township support for non-profits may be reduced
in difficult economic times as federal
funding opportunities diminish.
Planning Assumptions
 Providing housing choices for
residents in all phases of life will
continue to be an important issue
warranting continued collaboration with local non-profits to best
meet the needs of the community.
 In order to continue the valuable
housing assistance programs and
services in place, Township reliance on partnerships with local
non-profits will increase as existing funding sources will likely
continue to decline.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Township should continue
working with all levels of government and affordable housing
advocates to provide affordable
housing within the Township.
 The Township should to continue
to work with local non-profits to
provide additional affordable units
and to sustain the existing affordable housing stock.
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THE FOR M A ND SCA LE OF NEW CONS TRUCTI ON – ARCH IT EC T U RE AND
S TREE TSCA PE DES IGN

The Township underwent a significant period of land development activity between 2003 and 2008, which raised
concerns regarding the physical nature of new development, particularly the physical form and the relationship of
the new building mass to existing development. The Township also experienced a significant increase in residential demolitions within this same period. A condition was introduced for land development applications which
included demolition. The condition required the utilization of a deconstruction company to salvage the building
materials and architectural details, such as windows, fixtures, and metalwork. If these same methods of deconstruction were promoted for all demolition permits, this would reduce the overall impact of future demolitions
by recycling these materials and reducing the amount of construction waste sent to landfills.
Considering the current environmental climate, the Township should
explore cost effective and sustainable
building methods that promote the
reuse and recycling of construction
materials, reduce solid waste, as well
as conserve fossil fuels, water and
other natural resources in all forms of
new construction. The construction
techniques, such as sustainable site
planning, energy efficiency credits,
utilizing recycled exterior and interior
building materials, and improved indoor environmental quality elements
should also be explored within existing Township codes, incentive practices and permitting processes.
New residential development
will most likely occur in established
neighborhoods which may alter the
existing neighborhood pattern. The
community has expressed a strong
desire for new construction to fit
within the established framework.
While the Township has begun developing provisions and design guidelines to ensure that new commercial
construction fits within the context
of the existing built environment and
fosters a pedestrian-friendly environment, similar regulations do not presently exist in many residential neighborhoods. As a result institutional
expansions and residential construction, although built to code requirements, may contradict the established
community character.

Imp act of lar ger mar ket
fo rc e s, lifestyle choices
a n d l and use patterns upon
t h e for m and scale of new
c o n s tr uction

A strong demand for new residential construction in Lower Merion,
resulting from economic conditions
of the early 21st century, created a
speculative building market which
led to significant new construction
throughout the entire Township.
Residential construction involved
a combination of infill, tear down/
rebuilds and development of higher
end, multifamily developments. Additionally, significant expansions of
older homes through renovations and
additions also occurred during this
time period.

Current real estate trends and
lifestyle choices favor larger, multistory homes, which are often taller
and more massive than surrounding
residences. New residential construction also commonly includes modern
elements, such as multiple garages,
pools and pool houses, which results
in higher percentages of impervious surface than surrounding homes
constructed in different eras. Consequently, new residential construction
involves significant site disturbance
during construction.
The Township’s housing stock remains overwhelmingly single-family
detached. However, approximately
71 percent of all proposed residential
units resulting from land development applications were multifamily
between 2003 and 2008. The recent
shift towards predominantly multifamily construction reflects the lack
of available land for single-family
construction as well as shifting market forces and consumer preferences.
Planning Assumptions
 Lower Merion will remain an attractive market for new residential
construction of all types.
 High market demand and property values may entice developers to
seek out properties to consolidate
and redevelop at higher densities.
 New residential development will
increasingly occur through tear
downs, small scale subdivisions
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and infill or construction of multifamily structures.
 Because many of the remaining
development sites in the Township are nestled in existing neighborhoods, new construction may
alter the established neighborhood pattern.
 Modern architectural and real estate practices place great emphasis
upon maximizing development
potential. New construction may
not conform to the architectural
form and physical mass of existing neighborhoods.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Land Use Element should
explore the feasibility of utilizing
zoning tools available through the
Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code (MPC) to ensure that
new construction is consistent
with the existing development
pattern, scale and form, when appropriate.
 The Historic Preservation and
Land Use Elements should be integrated to ensure that methods
to preserve and enhance the communal landscape that provides
the connective tissue between different periods of construction be
explored.
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How the form and scale
o f n ew construction
q u a l itatively impacts the
c h a racter and health of the
c o mmunity

The unique architectural and
landscape architectural features that
comprise its natural and built environment visually define Lower Merion. As the Township continues to develop, new construction will equally
impact and define the future character of the community. The continued
demolition of existing residences and
replacement with modern construction will lead to an evolution of the
neighborhood fabric. However, residents expressed a strong desire for
new construction to fit within the
established framework of existing
neighborhoods at the community
workshops.
The analysis of land development
and building permit activity between
2003 and 2008 revealed that new
construction involving larger building footprints, larger impervious
surfaces and large areas devoted to
stormwater management have resulted in significant site disturbance
and the loss of large, mature trees.
The loss of established landscapes
often causes new construction to appear even larger simply due to its increased visibility.
Planning Assumptions
 Township residents place great
emphasis on the existing appearance of their private properties
and immediate neighborhood
and would prefer that new construction fit within the context
of the established neighborhood
pattern.
 High quality physical and natural
features define the character of
the Township and will evolve as
properties are redeveloped.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Land Use Element should review township codes to ensure an
increased emphasis upon the connection between landscape architecture and green infrastructure in
order to preserve important natural features that define the Township.
 The Land Use Element should review the existing codes to strengthen sustainable site planning which
would preserve natural features,
including existing trees, within
the built environment.
 The Housing Element should include an inventory of the existing
housing stock to identify areas
prone to teardown/rebuilds, infill
and redevelopment. Staff should
determine the feasibility of also
including a survey of neighborhoods which may benefit from the
implementation of zoning tools
available through the MPC to preserve the existing form and scale
of the built environment.
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T h e l e g a l f r a m ewo r k i n
w h i c h t h e Tow n s h i p c a n
m a n age t h e fo r m a n d s c a l e
of n ew c on s t ru c t i o n

Zoning is one of the most powerful planning tools that the Township
may utilize to regulate the form and
scale of new construction. The MPC
expressly states that zoning ordinances may contain provisions to encourage innovation and to promote
flexibility. The MPC also contains
provisions authorizing increases in
the permissible density or intensity of
a particular use based upon expressed
standards and criteria. Additionally,
the MPC provides various alternative
zoning methods to regulate the form
and scale of new construction, such
as Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND). While the Township
has utilized density incentives to encourage the use of design standards,
the TND provisions have not been
employed to date.
The state provides municipalities
with various tools to preserve natural and historic features as well as
promote compatible design of new
construction. Under Pennsylvania’s
Historic District Act (Act 167), the
Township established a historic district ordinance in 1962. Additionally, in accordance with the MPC, a local Historic Resource Inventory and
Historic Resource Overlay District
were established in 2000 to allow for
the protection of historic resources
not located within a contiguous district. These provisions protect the
identified historic resources and also
include procedural guidelines for
land development and subdivision
applications for sites located in close
proximity to identified resources.
Through the implementation of the
historic preservation regulations, new
construction may be reviewed within
the context of the historic built environment. The architectural review is
guided by the principles contained in
the Secretary of the U.S. Department
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of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
According to the 2000 Census
data, nearly 70 percent of all housing units in the Township were constructed prior to 1960, and therefore
may be old enough to be considered
historic. Various neighborhoods
within the Township should be analyzed to determine whether historic
preservation or the implementation
of additional zoning provisions relating to form and scale are the most
appropriate methods to ensure that
new construction complements the
existing community character.
Conflicts between municipal regulation of green building and similar
efforts at the state and/or federal level
may arise. Efforts to mandate green
building at the local level may also
face legal challenges due to the inter-relationship to the state building
codes. Despite the debates over how
best to regulate and implement green
building requirements, mandates at
the municipal, state and federal level
are likely to become more common
as the public gains interest in climate
change and green initiatives.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township will continue to
pursue innovative planning techniques to encourage compatible
new construction and to preserve
existing natural and cultural resources.
 The MPC may be revised to include additional design controls
for municipalities.
 Historic preservation is an important tool that may be used to
maintain and enhance the community character through the design review process.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Land Use, Historic Preservation and Housing Elements
should evaluate the potential of
fully utilizing alternative zoning
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methods contained within the
MPC.
 The Land Use and Energy Conservation Elements should include an inventory of state and
federal programs and regulatory
guidelines to promote energy
conservation.

Local regulator y effor ts
which have been under taken
to address the for m and
scale of new constr uctio n

Lower Merion has historically
utilized cutting edge planning techniques starting with the adoption of
the Zoning Ordinance in 1927. The
Township currently employs a diverse
set of regulatory tools to address the
form and scale of new construction.
Scale is primarily addressed through
bulk controls, while form is primarily
regulated through design guidelines.
Bulk controls, which have been
in use since the Zoning Code was
first adopted, include regulations
affecting elements such as setbacks,
impervious surfaces and maximum
height provisions. The bulk requirements have been continually refined
over time to address more defined issues as the Township became more
fully developed. In 1990, Lower
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Merion became one of the first municipalities in the Commonwealth to
regulate impervious surface coverage.
In many ways, the Township’s impervious surface regulations impact the
form and density of new development more than any other bulk and
area standard because the amount
of impervious surface permitted on
a site directly corresponds to a site’s
development potential.
The Township has established incentives to encourage compatible design through the use of design standards incorporated into the Zoning
Code. For example, apartment houses are permitted by conditional use in
the R6A-Residential and M-Manufacturing and Industrial Districts as an
incentive for compliance with design
standards and providing certain features. Design standards vary greatly
to address the character and the needs
of the immediate neighborhood in
which the zoning district is located.
R6A Districts are typically embedded
in residential neighborhoods and the
architectural design standards of the
R6A Districts are intended to ensure
that the size and proportions of new
buildings relate to the scale of the existing one- and two-family structures
within 500 feet of the property line.
Alternatively, the M Districts are primarily located along the Schuylkill
River and the design standards relate
not only to the architecture of new
buildings but also to the design of
open spaces and pedestrian amenities
along the riverfront. The Township
should continue to explore the feasibility of utilizing design guidelines
and other zoning tools to ensure the
compatibility of new construction
with the existing built environment.
The Ardmore Storefront Design
Guidelines is an illustrative advisory
document that was prepared in 2006
to encourage and guide retail storefront design and development in the
Ardmore Commercial Center Historic
District. Although the guidelines are
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not regulatory, they were developed
as a tool to streamline the approval
process for renovations to storefronts
and building facades within the historic district.
Planning Assumptions
 Township Codes will continue to
evolve to address the needs of a
substantially developed community. Additional provisions regulating the form and scale of new
construction will be necessary to
ensure the compatibility of new
construction with the existing
built environment and to complement historic preservation efforts.
 The level of analysis required to
establish and implement zoning
regulations relative to the existing
built environment will require a
significant amount of resources.
 An inherent conflict exists between regulating the form and
scale of new construction and private property rights.
 The Township will continue to
promote the conservation of energy and natural resources in pursuit of environmental goals in new
construction projects.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Land Use Element should
explore different strategies to address the unique issues of form
and scale of new construction.
 The Land Use Element should
evaluate the current zoning regulations of residential districts to
determine areas of potential subdivisions and teardown/rebuilds.
The residential component should
also explore the use of form-based
Traditional Neighborhood Design
provisions contained within the
MPC to ensure compatibility of
new development within the fabric of existing residential neighborhoods. Staff should determine
the feasibility of including a survey of neighborhoods which may
benefit from the implementation
of zoning tools available through
the MPC to preserve the existing
form and scale of the built environment.
 The Housing Element should explore means to permit modest
expansions of older homes by implementing small-scale best management practices, which could
offset the need for large stormwater improvements that may result
in significant expense or loss of
large trees.

Zoning Dis tri cts w hich
Incorporate De s ign Standar ds

R6A Residential Districts
ROHO-Rock Hill Overlay Districts
MUST-Mixed-Use Special Transportation Overlay Districts
BMV-Bryn Mawr Village Districts
M- Manufacturing and Industrial Districts
BMMD-Bryn Mawr Medical District
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 The Land Use Element should explore means to permit the logical
expansion of institutional properties by utilizing techniques such
as concentrating development
on the center of campuses in exchange for expanding buffers with
adjacent residential properties.
 The Land Use Element should further evaluate inclusion of design
incentives in commercial areas
to encourage quality, pedestrianfriendly development.
 The Land Use Element should
explore the feasibility of adopting
the Ardmore Design Guidelines.
The implementation of similar
guidelines, which include illustrations and diagrams, should be
explored to improve the functionality and readability of the certain
complex sections of the Township
Code.
 The Energy Conservation Element
should explore alternative methods to expand the use of deconstruction practices for individual
tear down/rebuild demolition
permits, recognizing the inherent
conflicts with the state building
codes.
 As established in the Lower Merion Township Environmental
Action Plan, the Energy Conservation Element and Land Use Element should evaluate methods to
encourage or require sound environmental and sustainable practices in public and private sector
construction projects, including
the use of programs like LEED
certification.
 The Economic Development and
Energy Conservation Elements
should ensure that the goals of
design guidelines are in harmony
with environmental conservation
goals for new construction.
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Planning Assumptions
 Architectural decisions are made
by individual property owners.
The larger community can help
to promote green development
by perpetuating a culture of sustainability similar to the culture of
preservation utilized in the historic preservation community.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 Advisory bodies can play a role
in establishing best practices and
suggesting design standards to
promote quality development.
Non-profits and advisory bodies
can continue to promote quality development through annual
awards and educational programs.
L o c a l non-regulator y effor ts


Advisory bodies and local organit o a ddress the for m and scale
zations will continue to provide
o f n ew constr uction
valuable public outreach and eduLocal non-profits like the Lower
cational programs.
Merion Conservancy and the Lower
Merion Historical Society play an important role in educating the public
regarding the importance of historic
preservation and in providing guidance towards architectural standards.
The Lower Merion Conservancy is
also instrumental in finding conservation-minded buyers of large estates
and historic resources.
Residents may seek the advice of
the Historical Commission and the
Board of Historical Architectural Review (HARB) concerning the appropriateness of any proposed improvement to a property which may have
historical significance but is not within a local historic district or listed on
the Historic Resource Inventory. Both
advisory bodies are required to have a
registered architect on the board and
are supported by a historic preservation consultant.
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I NS TI TU TIONA L EXPA NS ION

Lower Merion contains a vast diversity of cultural, religious, recreational, medical and social institutions that
comprise over 13% of the land area of the Township. The location of institutions along public thoroughfares
and adjacent to residential neighborhoods contributes to the Township’s unique land use pattern. Institutions
are integral to the physical and social fabric of the community.
The majority of institutions in the
Township were established prior to
the introduction of many local regulatory controls. A strong economy, favorable credit market, evolving technologies and programmatic needs led
to many institutions undertaking expansion plans, which were met with
varying degrees of community support and opposition. The majority of
institutional expansion projects were
generally supported by the community. The projects that met vehement
community opposition have focused
the discussion of institutional expansion on addressing potential negative externalities generated from new
development. The Township’s core
planning goals and objectives are
meant to protect the character of
residential neighborhoods. As the
Comprehensive Plan continues to develop, it should explore creative techniques to allow institutions to expand
while maintaining protections of the
surrounding residences. Striking a
balance between the needs of institutions and their adjacent, residential
neighbors is an issue of utmost importance. The Township should also
continue to work with local institutions to combat other important issues such as traffic congestion, open
space conservation and historic preservation.
I m p a c t of l a rge r ma rke t
fo rc e s , l i fe s t y l e c h o i c e s
and land use patterns upon
I n st i t u t ion al E x p a n s i o n

Institutions are dynamic entities,
with their own unique missions and
individual programmatic needs. Some
institutions primarily service the local community, such as churches and

synagogues, while other institutions
institutional uses may negatively
such as country clubs, hospitals and
impact the community.
cemeteries have a more regional fo-  Numerous colleges and universicus. Institutions are subject to demoties are located within and in close
graphic and market forces that drive
proximity to the Township. When
their campus programming needs. As
these institutions cannot reasona result, many institutions need to
ably expand their student housing
renovate and expand their facilities to
facilities on-site, the students are
meet changing conditions and techforced to seek off-campus housnologies.
ing. This inherently conflicts with
Institutional expansion can either
the goal of providing affordable
involve internal campus expansion
housing and impacts the commuor the external expansion of the camnity’s character.
pus through property acquisition.  Institutions may expand within
External expansion is typically more
the Township in various ways
problematic because it often directly
including purchasing additional
changes the physical character and
property, expanding the building
form of the surrounding neighborfootprint or adding staff and cahood.
pacity.
Planning Assumptions
 There will be a continuing need
for institutions to expand.
 Some institutions have unlimited
resources to purchase adjacent
residential properties for the purpose of razing them and expanding their campus footprints. This
in turn may force residents out of
the neighborhood and change the
community’s character.
 Major issues associated with institutional expansions are the intensification of use and the real and
perceived externalities generated
by the expansion including noise,
traffic and stormwater runoff.
 Some institutions may leave the
Township if they cannot expand.
 Availability of undeveloped land
in nearby municipalities may entice institutions to move.
 The expansion of institutional
uses may have negative unintended consequences for surrounding
residents. Similarly, the loss of

Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Township should continue
to work closely with institutions
to understand future changes or
potential expansions through the
use of tools such as the Concept
Development Plan. This tool allows the Township to review plans
for current development as well as
a concept plan which depicts how
the balance of the tract might be
fully developed. The Land Use
Element should include a chapter
specifically addressing institutional uses.
 Because of the potential physical
and cultural ramifications resulting from the loss of institutions,
the Township should monitor
them regarding potential land use
changes.
 The Housing Element should
consider the relationship between
affordable housing and student
housing in the Township.
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 The Land Use Element should explore creative techniques to permit more college and university
students to be housed on-campus, thereby freeing up existing
off-site student housing for members of the workforce.

H ow I n s t i t u t i o n s
q u a l i t a t i ve ly i m p a c t t h e
c h a r a c t er a n d h e a l t h o f t h e
c om mu n it y

Institutions are integral to the
physical and cultural character that
defines Lower Merion Township.
The large landscaped properties that
institutions occupy and the rich architectural resources that institutions
contain contribute to the established,
low density pattern that makes Lower
Merion Township a physically desirable residential community. Institutions also contribute to the cultural
character of the Township by providing a wide-range of educational,
recreational and social services and
help to provide a positive community identity. While institutions have an
air of permanence, the vast majority
of institutional properties are temporarily protected and potentially vulnerable to future development.
Although institutions may contribute to the community character,
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the expansion of the institutional
uses into adjacent residential neighborhoods may alter the composition
of the neighborhood and the nature
of the built environment. The most
striking, recent example of such an
expansion is the Bryn Mawr Hospital expansion. The project involved
the demolition of numerous residential homes and the construction
of medical office buildings, a seven
level parking structure, 28 residential
townhomes and associated parking.

constructed in place of the institution.
 Neighborhood opposition to institutional expansion significantly
increases the cost of development
by complicating and extending
the approval process.
 The ability for residents to participate in the early stages of the
planning process may address
concerns and reduce the level of
public opposition to institutional
expansions.

Planning Assumptions
 Institutions contribute to the low
density, open space pattern that
makes Lower Merion Township a
desirable residential community.
 The loss of institutions has a significant impact upon the social
and physical character of the
community. Residents with close
ties to departing institutions may
choose to move with them. A
large institution moving elsewhere could mean a significant
loss of local jobs.
 The expansion of institutional
properties may negatively impact
the immediate neighborhood
when residential dwellings are
demolished and replaced with institutional facilities.
 The tax exempt status of institutions coupled with the amount
of land dedicated to institutional uses affects the ability of the
Township to support services.
 There is a lack of public understanding in regards to the consequences to the vitality of institutions when they cannot expand.
 There is a lack of public awareness
of the unintended consequences
when institutions are forced to
relocate because they cannot expand. For example, the properties occupied by institutions are
primarily residentially zoned. If
an institution relocates it is possible that a residential development of greater density could be

Comprehensive Plan Implications
 Education regarding the consequences of institutions relocating
outside of the Township should
be conveyed to the public.
 The Land Use Element should explore possible mediation measures
implemented by the Township to
address the needs of residents and
institutions to mitigate potentially
lengthy approval processes.
 The Land Use Element should
explore ways to expedite the
land development process for
institutions that proactively engage neighbors in a constructive
dialogue during the early stages of
planning.
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T h e l e g a l f r a m ewo r k i n w h i c h
t h e Tow n sh i p c a n m a n age
I n st i t u t ion al E x p a n s i o n

The land use provisions of the
Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000 (RLUIPA)
protect individuals, houses of worship, and other religious institutions
from discrimination in zoning and
landmarking laws. In passing this
law, Congress found that the right to
assemble for worship is at the very
core of the free exercise of religion.
Religious assemblies cannot function
without a physical space adequate to
their needs and consistent with their
theological requirements. To address
these concerns, RLUIPA prohibits
zoning and landmarking laws that
substantially burden the religious exercise of churches or other religious
assemblies or institutions absent the
least restrictive means of furthering a
compelling governmental interest.
Many institutions require some
level of authorization from state or
federal agencies to conduct business.
All institutions are also subject to local land use regulations. The MPC allows for flexibility of particular institutional uses to either be permitted by
special exception or conditional use.
Because institutions are unique uses
with particular land use operations
the Township has generally chosen to
permit their expansion by Special Exception granted by the Zoning Hearing Board. Typically, institutions are
located in residential zoning districts,
which pose an inherent conflict when
institutions need to expand under
low-density residential zoning regulation. However, recently new zoning
districts were created for the specific
needs of some large, medical-related
institutions such as Bryn Mawr Hospital and Lankenau Hospital. The
creation of these districts removed
the special exception process and
provided criteria to address the needs
of the institutions and adjacent neighborhoods.
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Several institutional uses, such as
lodges, clubs and schools were permitted by right in residential neighborhoods in the Township’s original
1927 Zoning Ordinance. The Zoning
Ordinance was amended in 1937 to increase the number of institutional uses
and to permit institutional expansion
by Special Exception. The definitions
of what constitutes an institution and
the specific requirements for approval
have been amended numerous times.
The Comprehensive Plan process is
the appropriate time to evaluate current Special Exception processes to
ensure its effectiveness. Additionally, alternative approaches such as a
Township-wide Institutional Overlay
District may also be explored.
Planning Assumptions
 Because of the complexity of institutional expansions, applicants
present detailed proposals to meet
and exceed the special exception
criteria.
 As a result of the level of detail
provided during the special exception process, few opportunities
exist for the Planning Commission
and the Board of Commissioners
to suggest positive alternatives to
the design or layout of a proposed
institutional expansion project
during the land development
process.
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Local regulator y effor ts
which have been under taken
to address Institutional
Expansion

For the better part of the 20th
century, the Township effectively balanced institutional operations within
the context of the residential neighborhoods in which they are located.
However, in the 1990’s the issue of
institutional expansion reached a new
level with various contentious land
development applications. In many
ways the controversial applications
foreshadowed future issues associated with institutional expansion; particularly how to balance reasonable
institutional campus growth while
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Land Use Element should minimizing off-site externalities to
evaluate the effectiveness of the the surrounding community.
special exception approval process Planning Assumptions
for accommodating institutional  The Township remains committed
expansion and should include a
to institutional zoning changes
review of the governing bodies
that permit reasonable expansion
responsible for approving such a
but reduce negative externalities.
project.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Land Use Element should
 The Land Use Element should
explore alternatives to the curevaluate techniques to buffer adrent process such as the creation
jacent residences from institutions
of a Township-wide Institutional
such as providing additional peOverlay District.
rimeter buffering in exchange for
 The Land Use Element should
more intense development in the
evaluate the criteria for granting
center of campuses.
special exceptions for each unique
institutional use.
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 The Land Use Element should
explore methods available within
the MPC for potential acquisition
of institutional properties for play
fields and trails in the event that
the properties become available.
One such tool is the use of an Official Map, which is not presently
used by the Township.
 The Land Use Element should explore the potential of transferring
development rights (TDR) as authorized by the MPC to permit institutional expansion in exchange
for making land available to satisfy other Township goals, such as
acquiring playfields and historic
preservation.
 The Institutional approval process evaluation is recommended
as a component of the Land Use
Element. This element should explore the fundamental question of
how to permit reasonable expansion while eliminating negative
externalities upon the residential
communities in which institutions
are located.
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L o c a l non-regulator y effor ts
t o a ddress Institutional
E x p a n sion

The Township maintains varying degrees of informal relationships
with various institutions and routinely partners with institutions on
cultural and recreational projects.
As the Comprehensive Plan process
proceeds, it is recommended that the
Township continue to explore potential partnerships with additional
institutions to address community
goals and objectives, such as creating recreational fields, providing
social services and sharing parking
facilities.
Planning Assumptions
 Institutions are a potential partner for addressing a wide variety
of issues facing the Township,
including social services, cultural
enrichment, historic preservation, open space conservation and
stormwater runoff.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Circulation Element should
consider ways to reduce traffic
congestion by working with institutions by providing shuttles and
other alternative modes of transportation similar to Saint Joseph’s
University.
 The Community Facilities Element
should explore expanding existing
shared use agreements between
institutions and the Township regarding recreational resources.
 The Township should continue to
partner with local institutions to
bring quality events and facilities
to community residents.
 The Township should seek future
partnerships on opportunities
that require large financial commitments such as open space or
historic property purchases.
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ECONOM I C DEVELOPMEN T A ND R EVITALIZATION OF COMME RCIAL AREAS

Economic development and fiscal growth can substantially benefit and shape the quality of life, community
vitality and community character of the Township. Economic development and the revitalization of the existing commercial nodes will be major focuses of the Economic Development Element. For the purposes of
this report, the discussion of Economic Development is limited to land use and planning issues related to the
Township’s commercial areas.
The historic land use pattern and
established zoning regulations of the
Township have limited commercial
intrusion into residential neighborhoods. Currently, less than 4% of the
Township’s land area is used for commercial purposes. Local residents
have expressed a desire for highly
functioning, attractive, village-scaled
commercial areas. However, the
higher cost of real estate, increasing
prevalence of national and big box
retailers, and other significant market forces make this vision difficult
to implement.
Over the past several years the
Township has successfully employed
a broad-based approach to revitalize
commercial areas. Examples of innovative strategies implemented to
revitalize commercial areas include:
developing master plans, enacting
zoning changes, and working with
commercial areas to create business
improvement districts. The Township invested in retail studies for four
of its prominent commercial districts
that create a “Vision” for the type of
retailers and merchandise mix that
should be targeted for each area’s
unique attributes. The Township has
also recognized the importance of
striving for targeted, obtainable goals
while also pursuing larger, long term
projects as a means to show visible
progress, build community support
and gain momentum.
The Township is at a crossroads
regarding its commercial areas. There
is a desire for physical transformation
and a need for economic generation,
but there is community disagreement
on the real and perceived externalities of additional building height that

could result from physical redevelopment and traffic congestion resulting
from increased density. In order to
provide increased financial revenue,
keep existing businesses viable, and
attract new retail options it will likely
be necessary for the Township’s limited commercial areas to increase in
density.
Commercial area redevelopment
is directly related to issues of traffic congestion, circulation, density,
parking, and the form and scale of
new construction. Commercial area
redevelopment is indirectly related
to the issues of affordable housing,
historic preservation and open space.
Decisions made to encourage economic redevelopment and the physical transformation of commercial
areas must be balanced with other
community needs to buffer existing
residential areas from commercial intrusions and advance the goals and
objectives of the community.

Impact of lar ger mar ket
forces, lifestyle choices
and land use patterns upon
E conomic Development

Local governments will continue
to face increased employee, operational and material costs which limit
their ability to provide current and
expected levels of municipal services
without finding additional sources of
revenue. Many traditional municipal
sources of revenue, such as grants,
may be reduced as federal, state and
county governments adjust to similar
economic trends.
Fully-functioning
commercial
areas are fundamental to providing
revenue to offset the fiscal burden required to provide services. Due to the
Township’s existing commercial land
use pattern and physical form, it will
be difficult to significantly expand
commercial areas with no impacts
to residential neighborhoods. Additionally, fragmented property ownership contributes to the difficulties in
stimulating private commercial redevelopment.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township should evaluate
ways to increase the productivity
of commercial areas in order to
generate the revenue necessary to
support the revitalization of commercial areas and offset the residential tax burden of community
services.
 Future growth in the Township
will most likely occur in mixeduse, transit oriented forms in existing commercial areas.
 Redevelopment of commercial areas may require additional building height or density that could
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generate public opposition; however, new development may not
occur without allowing increased
density.
The majority of the Township’s
commercial areas are constrained
by many of the problems facing older commercial districts,
including their physical layout,
small building footprints that
don’t meet the needs of modern
retailers, and limited on-street
parking.
The available land for the development of large-scale commercial
centers in nearby communities
will continue to draw desirable
retailers and consumers.
Local commercial services will
continue to compete with nearby
commercial centers to harness the
local buying power of residents.
The Township’s diverse ownership
patterns in the older commercial
areas inhibit revitalization and
physical transformation because
there is no common management
or consensus on redevelopment
patterns. Absentee landlords and
non-retail businesses contribute
to the lack of cohesive districts.
Due to the prime location of the
Township, rents for commercial spaces will continue to be
at a premium, making it difficult for unique destination retail
and start-up businesses to locate
in Lower Merion. In addition to
perpetuating vacancies, property
owners may not be interested in
taking risks on new businesses.

Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Economic Development Division should continue to implement and expand upon the existing Merchandising Mix and Retail
Strategy Plans to enhance the
functionality of the commercial
areas.
 The Land Use Element should
examine the benefits and constraints of mixed-use develop-
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ment. An analysis of the current
mixed-use regulations should be
included to determine whether
the provisions achieve the desired
combination of retail, office and
residential uses.
The Land Use Element should
address the appropriate locations
for increased density and set forth
corresponding capacity levels.
The continued use of architectural design standards to integrate
density should be evaluated.
The Economic Development Element should explore ways to
adaptively reuse existing commercial buildings or examine ways to
consolidate the smaller building
footprints to create more marketable retail spaces.
The Economic Development Division should continue to promote or even expand the newly
installed wayfinding signage
which directs motorists to available public parking lots, as a way
to address the perceived lack of
parking in commercial areas.
The Economic Development Division should continue to promote
public/private partnerships with
developers to redevelop commercial uses as mixed-use developments that promote pedestrian
access and provide modern commercial space.
The Economic Development Division should continue its partnerships with SEPTA and Amtrak
to promote continued development of transit oriented and transit supportive uses along the rail
corridors.
The Economic Development Division should continue to work
with the local business district associations to promote the importance of buying locally to sustain
community businesses.
The Township should continue to
work with local business associations and business improvement
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districts to build relationships
with individual property owners
and create common goals for various commercial areas.
 The Economic Development Division should continue to work
with property owners and recruit
desirable tenants to match unique
start-up businesses within appropriate commercial areas.
 The Township should continue to
strive for small, obtainable goals
while also pursuing larger, long
term projects as a means to show
visible progress, build community
support and gain momentum.

How Economic Developme n t
qualitatively impacts the
char acter and health of th e
community

The Township’s commercial districts largely define the character of
the community. Residents have expressed a desire for commercial areas
to look, feel and function like village
centers. In the same respect, members of the public have voiced opposition to auto-oriented uses along
commercial corridors that detract
from the pedestrian environment.
A range of commercial styles exist
in the Township; from the small-scale
neighborhood commercial areas in
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Gladwyne and Merion-Cynywd to
the large-scale regional destinations
along City Avenue. Each type of
commercial area has varying types
of challenges that require a variety of
solutions.
Planning Assumptions
 Commercial areas play an important role in establishing the physical character of the Township as
well as the individual communities throughout the Township.
 The Township will continue to
prepare master plans for individual districts to recognize their
unique qualities and reinforce
their particular connection to
surrounding residential neighborhoods.
 Auto-oriented uses inherently
conflict with the walkability of
commercial areas which is a key
component of the desired village
character.
 The majority of the Township’s
commercial areas lack public
gathering spaces that could foster
a sense of place, increase pedestrian activity and enhance community pride.
 The unique storefronts of businesses located in older commercial areas enhance the identity of
the community; however, vacant
or poorly maintained storefronts
and upper floor spaces do and will
reflect poorly on the community
unless appropriately addressed.
Many upper floors are underutilized and in need of renovation.
 The use of franchise-style architecture and visual clutter due to
excessive signage will continue to
detract from the character of the
unique commercial centers.
 The preservation of historic commercial areas will fulfill the goal
of maintaining the “village-feel”
while also creating an opportunity to improve the marketability of
the businesses in the district.
 The Township will continue to
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partner with adjacent municipalities to address inconsistent
streetscapes and uses along the
Township’s borders to improve
the overall functionality of the
Township’s limited commercial
areas.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Economic Development and
Land Use Elements of the Comprehensive Plan should reiterate
the Township’s efforts to prepare
plans in context with each business district.
 The Economic Development Element should examine the level of
incentives needed to promote significant change to auto-oriented
uses in commercial centers.
 The Economic Development Element should evaluate ways to
provide public gathering spaces
in future redevelopment projects.
 The Economic Development Division should continue to support
existing businesses through rehabilitation programs such as the façade improvement program.
 The feasibility of an inventory
study of occupied versus vacant
upper floor space in commercial
buildings to determine how to
enhance underutilized spaces to
create a more active pedestrian
environment in the traditional
commercial areas should be determined.
 The Land Use Element should
continue to explore the use of
design guidelines to ensure that
new development fits within the
context of the existing built environment.
 The Historic Preservation Element should identify incentives
that may be attractive to business
owners to encourage the preservation and reuse of historic buildings along commercial corridors.
 The Economic Development Element should explore promoting
heritage tourism opportunities
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to improve the marketability of
unique commercial areas.

The legal framework
in which the Township
can manage Economic
Development

Montgomery County, the state of
Pennsylvania and the federal government have made economic development a focal point of their strategies
to promote vibrant communities. To
implement these goals, the governmental agencies each provide regulatory and financial tools for local
municipalities to address economic
development issues. The Township
has taken advantage of state enabling
legislation such as the Pennsylvania
Municipality Authorities Act of 1945,
which allows for the creation of business improvement districts or special
service districts, to form the Ardmore
Initiative and the City Avenue Special Services District to improve these
commercial areas.
The Pennsylvania Municipalities
Planning Code provides local municipalities the ability to zone commercial districts at densities necessary
to generate local revenue. However,
because the MPC limits municipalities in their ability to mandate com-
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pliance with design standards for
quality development, the Township
has implemented incentives such as
density bonuses to encourage the use
of such standards.
Federal, state and county programs serve as the impetus for many
of the Township’s economic development initiatives. Depending on the
parameters of the available programs,
some initiatives may be implemented
Township-wide while others may target particular commercial areas. For
example, the Zero Percent Loan Program, funded through federal Community Development Block Grants
(CDBG), assists local business property owners in their efforts to improve the structural condition and
exterior appearance of their buildings
Township-wide. Alternatively, the
Montgomery County Revitalization
Program is available to the targeted
commercial area of Ardmore for revitalization efforts. Under the current
program guidelines, Ardmore is the
only commercial area in the Township that is eligible to receive funding through this program. Between
2001 and 2009, over $1.4 million
has been allocated towards the revitalization of Ardmore through this
program. Many existing municipal
sources of revenue, such as grants,
may be reduced as federal, state and
county governments adjust to similar
economic realities.
Planning Assumptions
 Although it is expected that the
state and county will remain committed to providing financial and
technical assistance to local municipalities, financial assistance
will become more competitive
and the availability of resources
will shift in response to economic
conditions.
 The state and county are increasingly requiring municipalities to
demonstrate compliance with
their policies to be eligible for assistance.
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 The Township will continue to
utilize the wide range of innovative programs made available by
state and regional agencies to promote Economic Development.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 An Economic Development Element should be consistent with
state and county policies to retain
the Township’s eligibility to receive grant funding.
 The Economic Development Division should continue efforts to
secure outside sources of funding through agencies such as the
state’s Department of Community
and Economic Development to
advance Economic Development
initiatives and projects.
 The Economic Development Element should include an inventory
of the projects undertaken and
outside sources of funding that
have been secured to improve the
commercial areas and should also
identify potential public and private partners for future projects.
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Local regulator y effor ts
which have been under taken
to address E conomic
Development

Much of the public discussion
around the redevelopment of the
Township’s commercial areas has focused on improving their physical
appearance and types of uses and
limiting any potential impact upon
surrounding neighborhoods. Many
residents are not aware of the degree
and sophistication of the Township’s
efforts to promote economic development. The Township actively
promotes economic development
through a series of initiatives. A variety of tools are utilized to improve
the efficiency, functionality and appearance of commercial areas.
The 1998 Office of Economic Development Plan established a comprehensive strategy for commercial
revitalization which has since been
augmented by numerous planning
efforts and economic development
initiatives. The Business District
Signage Program is perhaps one of
the most visible Township-wide economic development initiatives recently undertaken, which involves
the installation of gateway, parking
and wayfinding signage, as well as
banner identification signage for the
Township’s business districts. The
2007 hiring of a retail coordinator
to implement the Merchandising Mix
and Retail Strategy plans prepared for
Ardmore, Bryn Mawr, Merion-Cynwyd and Bala Cynwyd is an example
of the ongoing efforts to improve the
commercial areas by concentrating
appropriate uses. Outreach efforts
to property owners, retailers, brokers
and leasing agents are designed to
achieve the goal of providing a high
level of services that meet the retail
needs of the residents.
Due to the unique nature of the
commercial areas throughout the
Township specific plans have been
developed for the majority of the
commercial areas. Many of the plans
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recommended changes to the zoning
code, recognizing that a ‘one-size fits
all’ approach was no longer effective
in the commercial areas. Many of the
plans led to the creation of new zoning provisions to meet the needs of
the specific commercial area and spur
economic growth and livability. Up
until 1990, only five zoning districts
existed. However, since that time the
Ardmore Special Services District,
the Bryn Mawr Village District, the
Mixed-Use Special Transportation
District overlay and the Rock Hill
Overlay District have all been adopted. Additionally, a City Avenue District Ordinance has been drafted and
is presently under consideration.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township’s economic program includes participation by
Commissioners and staff on several economic development-focused
committees and an Assistant
Planning Director for Economic
Development, an Economic Development Specialist and a Retail
Coordinator.
 The Township will continue to
prepare and implement detailed
master plans to address the specific needs of commercial areas of
the Township as necessary.
 The Township will continue to use
a wide range of techniques available for economic revitalization.
 While historic preservation could
be used as an economic development tool, it has not been fully
utilized in that regard. The current review process has led to a
negative perception of historic
preservation regulation by business owners seeking approvals
from Board of Historical Architectural Review.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 An Economic Development Element should be prepared to coordinate existing economic development initiatives and to evaluate the
Township-wide economic impact
of existing conditions, proposed
zoning changes and potential zoning changes.
 The Economic Development Element should inventory and evaluate the various economic development tools employed by the
Township so that the public can
better understand the complexity
of economic development issues.
 The Land Use Element should
review the zoning regulations affecting the commercial areas to
ensure that the zoning reflects the
appropriate locations for various
land uses.
 The Land Use Element should
look at the effectiveness of the new
zoning districts to ensure that they
are working to spur economic development.
 The Land Use Element should review the possibility of incorporating creative provisions to reflect
improved standards for curb cuts,
shared driveways and parking to
improve functionality and mitigate potential impacts to adjacent
residential neighborhoods.
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 The Economic Development Division should continue to work to
implement the Merchandising Mix
& Retail Strategy plans.
 The Historic Preservation Element
and the Economic Development
Element should include an analysis of existing historic preservation
regulations and incentives as they
relate to commercial areas.
Local non-governmental
effor ts to address Econo m i c
Development issues

Over the past decade, the Township has made a concerted effort to
promote and strengthen local business associations in an effort to reduce
the public financial burden for private
redevelopment. As demonstrated by
the City Avenue Special Services District, local business associations have
proved to be an effective means of extending the Township’s resources towards revitalizing commercial areas.
The Township’s business association
partnerships continue to develop over
time. The Township should continue
to partner with local business associations and property owners to develop
and implement shared visions for revitalization of Lower Merion’s commercial areas.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township has a well established economic development
program to revitalize the commercial areas by supporting local business associations, making
direct capital improvements and
entering into private/public partnerships with SEPTA, Amtrak and
local developers.
 Many of the issues inhibiting revitalization of commercial areas
can be improved through targeted
projects to fill vacancies, improve
physical conditions and promote
events.
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 Local business associations provide an effective means to extend
the Township’s ability to revitalize
commercial areas by engaging in
mutual projects and programs to
improve the appearance, vitality
and safety of commercial areas.
 Successful economic development
efforts require consensus and coordination. The participation of
business leaders and the public in
the planning process will largely
determine the success of an economic development plan.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Economic Development Element should explore strategies to
maximize participation and effectiveness of local business associations.
 The Land Use Element should explore ways to integrate new public spaces into commercial areas
which can be maintained and programmed by local business associations.
 The Economic Development Element should be prepared with optimal public participation and input
from local business and property
owners to create a common vision
and implementable plan.
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PA RK I NG

Having sufficient parking is important to the vitality of Lower Merion’s commercial and residential districts.
The location and appearance of parking is a defining physical feature of the Township. The desire to improve
the appearance of commercial parking areas is something that Township residents have commented on during public workshops. The Township has some ability to control the size and appearance of new parking lots
through land development regulations as well as the ability to regulate the hours and cost of on-street and
public parking lots through its Parking Services Department. Providing adequate, well-designed parking will be
crucial to the success of future redevelopment projects.
I m p a c t of l a rge r ma rke t
fo rc e s , l i fe s t y l e c h o i c e s
and land use patterns upon
Pa r ki n g

The land use pattern of the Township was primarily established prior
to the wide-spread use of automobiles
leaving older neighborhoods and
commercial areas with fewer opportunities to provide adequate parking
to meet current needs. Additionally,
the Township’s primarily low-density,
single-family residential land use pattern fosters an auto-oriented lifestyle
that results in a need to provide parking for nearly every activity. These
lower density areas also typically lack
the infrastructure, such as sidewalks
or bicycle lanes, necessary to link
residential neighborhoods and other
destinations, further promoting automobile dependency. The relative affluence of large segments of the local
population results in multiple cars
per household, thereby requiring
the provision of additional parking
spaces.
Planning Assumptions
 It is unlikely that the Township’s
low-density, single-family residential land use pattern will change
significantly. Additionally, this
type of development pattern will
perpetuate a constant demand for
parking because it promotes dependency on the automobile.
 The limited available parking near
transit stations and perceived lack
of convenient transit options discourages ridership.
 Behavioral patterns, such as the
distance a person is willing to

walk from a car to an establish- How Par king qualitatively
ment, will continue to drive de- impacts the char acter and
health of the community
mand for parking.
The form, character and location
Comprehensive Plan Implications of parking are a defining feature of
 While it is unlikely that the Town- the Township’s built environment.
ship’s low-density, single-family Parking areas significantly contribute
residential land use pattern will to the amount of impervious surface
change, the Circulation Element throughout the Township and reduce
should explore opportunities to the land available to accommodate
reduce parking demand for lo- street trees and green infrastructure.
cal trips, such as to school or to
Large segments of the Township’s
the train station, by providing the commercial districts, particularly
physical infrastructure for resi- those along Lancaster Avenue, were
dents to walk and bike.
developed around railroad stations
 The Land Use Element should with very little emphasis on the auexamine the possibility of direct- tomobile. As the community became
ing future growth towards higher more dependent upon automobiles,
density, mixed-use commercial parking demand increased. Due
areas near transit, so as to reduce to the high cost of land and lack of
future parking demand of new undeveloped parcels in the commerresidents of these areas in com- cial cores, the need for providing adparison to residents of single-fam- equate parking oftentimes conflicts
ily neighborhoods.
with the goal of enhancing the community character by requiring screening of parking lots or providing shade
trees. This lack of landscaping and
shade trees in many parking areas is
visually unappealing and is contrary
to the village character the community desires.
Planning Assumptions
 Existing visually auto-oriented
commercial uses, such as those located along Lancaster Avenue, are
unlikely to make minor changes
triggering land development because owners would be required
to make significant landscaping
and stormwater upgrades. The
functional and physical transformation of these existing uses will
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most likely occur as the result
of higher density redevelopment
and not from minor changes.
 The high percentage of lot coverage permitted in commercial
areas makes compliance with the
Township Natural Features Code
requirements for landscaping
parking areas nearly impossible
since this code was primarily
written for lower density development.
 Due to high land costs, it will be
increasingly difficult for developers to construct surface parking lots and still meet minimum
parking standards or impervious
surface requirements in commercial areas and on institutional
properties. As a result, it is likely
that the use of structured parking
will become more common.
 The improved visual appearance
of large parking structures will be
vital to gain public support and
may serve to mitigate impacts of
higher density development.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Land Use Element should
include a review of the Zoning
Code and Natural Features Code
in comparison to the screening
and buffering needs associated
with the higher density mixeduse redevelopment occurring in
the commercial areas of Rock Hill
Road, Bryn Mawr and Ardmore.
Landscaping standards for these
areas should include provisions
to screen parking areas from the
public right-of-way and to also
provide stormwater management
benefits.
 The Land Use Element should include an analysis of new parking
structure designs to minimize the
visual impact upon adjacent residential neighborhoods through a
combination of wrapping parking
structures in mixed-use buildings
and by requiring increased articulation.
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T h e legal framework in
w h i c h the Township can
ma n age Par king issues

Parking is the responsibility of local governments to insure that commercial areas properly function and
that residential neighborhoods are
not unfairly burdened by non-residential activities. The Township can
require private property owners who
seek approval for expansions to provide minimal quantities of off-street
parking through the zoning and land
development process. The Township
also has the ability to influence the
supply of parking by regulating the
minimum size of spaces and aisles,
by enacting local ordinances permitting or restricting parking on public
streets and by creating or eliminating
public off-site parking lots.
Planning Assumptions
 Many older residential neighborhoods, particularly Ardmore and
Bryn Mawr do not have sufficient
off-street parking to meet local
demand. These neighborhoods
will continue to be impacted
when proximate commercial and
institutional uses compete for a
limited supply of on-street parking.
 There will continue to be a strong
demand for additional parking

Open
Space

Regional
Energy
Cooperation Conservation

at many institutional uses. Some
institutions may not be able to
remain within the Township
without increasing their on-site
parking inventory. Numerous informal parking arrangements between institutions and local businesses exist which will continue
to help alleviate parking needs;
however, such arrangements may
be impacted by increased parking
enforcement.
 Commercial districts located
along Lancaster Avenue will continue to strive to balance the need
for parking with maintaining traffic flow and also with providing
adequate space for street trees
and sidewalks.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Township must be mindful
to find the appropriate minimum
level of required on-site parking
for new development to ensure
that parking does not spill into
adjacent residential neighborhoods and the Township’s Parking Services Department must
continue to be diligent in enforcing on-street parking regulations
in residential neighborhoods.
 The Parking Services Department
should continue to actively work
with residents to determine appropriate locations to expand the
use of residential parking permits
for on-street parking.
 The Circulation Element should
address parking on a comprehensive, Township-wide level by
incorporating existing parking
studies. The Circulation Element
should also include an analysis of
anticipated parking demand and
potential parking capacity associated with redevelopment of commercial areas.
 The Circulation Element should
investigate the feasibility of utilizing a wide range of zoning
incentives to encourage alternative parking arrangements like
shuttles, car sharing programs, or
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shared parking by commercial and
institutional uses.
 The Land Use Element should review the off-street parking requirements for standardization throughout commercial areas.

L o c a l re g u l a t o r y e f fo r t s w h i c h
h ave b een u n d e r t a ke n t o
a dd ress Pa rk i n g i s s u e s

The significance of issues associated with parking in the Township
resulted in Lower Merion establishing
the Department of Parking Services in
2006 to enforce parking regulations.
Although revenue from parking permits, meters and fines has become an
important component of the municipal budget, the Parking Services Department primarily serves as a proactive leader in managing the supply of
parking.
Planning Assumptions
 The increased formalization of
parking throughout the Township
will require changes of public perception towards free parking, metered parking and parking structures.
 There is a need for greater understanding of actual parking needs,
potential parking capacity or parking management operations.
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 A perceived lack of parking in
commercial areas, which is compounded by employees utilizing
prime parking spaces near building
entrances, discourages customers
from patronizing the districts and
is difficult to regulate.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Township Parking Services Department should be consulted more
frequently in land development
decisions to evaluate on-site parking needs and to reduce potential
off-site parking externalities, such
as during construction contractor
parking and known conflict areas.
 The Economic Development Division should coordinate with the
Parking Services Department to
reach out to local business associations to address employees parking
in spaces better suited for customers.
 The Economic Development Division should continue to promote
the newly installed signage which
directs drivers to available public
parking lots as a way to address the
perceived lack of parking in commercial areas.
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Local non-regulator y effor ts
to address Par king iss u e s

The supply of off-street parking
determines development capacity,
particularly for multi-family residential, institutional and commercial development. The high cost and limited
supply of land in the Township makes
it very likely that additional parking necessary to accommodate higher
density development will be provided in structures. The Township is
actively pursuing public–private partnerships with private developers, institutions and other public agencies to
construct parking structures in commercial areas.
Planning Assumptions
 There is a continued need to provide additional parking around
transit stations. There is the opportunity to share parking spaces
among transit riders, residents and
patrons of higher density mixeduse commercial areas.
 The Township will continue to
explore partnerships with SEPTA,
AMTRAK, as well as state and regional agencies, to provide additional parking around transit centers.
 Public investment of land or tax
dollars committed towards publicprivate parking structure projects
will be necessary to insure the continued vitality of commercial areas.
 There will be continued concern
regarding increased traffic congestion resulting from additional parking capacity in commercial areas.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Circulation and Land Use Elements should explore the public
cost and public benefit of future
parking structures.
 Public costs associated with construction of parking structures
can be reduced through partnerships with private developers and
through creative public financing
techniques such tax increment financing.
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In July 2006 a new Parking Services Department was
created in order to streamline the Township’s parking
operations and better serve the public. Over 1,800
public parking spaces are dispersed throughout the
Township. The Parking Services Department manages
the Township parking lots located in the business
districts of Ardmore, Bala, Bryn Mawr, Merion-Cynwyd
and Penn Wynne.

Parking areas contribute to the amount of impervious
surface throughout the Township and play a role in
transporting increased stormwater runoff and contaminant loads to receiving waters. Alternative paving
materials, such as those used at the parking lot at
the Devereaux Foundation, can be used to reduce the
runoff leaving a site.

As growth and development occur, parking
structures should be considered to reduce the land
area dedicated to automobile uses. Architectural
enhancements and façade treatments can be utilized
to reduce the scale and balance building proportions with adjacent structures. The parking garage
constructed for the Bryn Mawr Hospital screened
the view of the cars and utilized façade articulation
to minimize the visual impact of the structure.
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C I RCULATION

A strong relationship exists between land use and circulation. Land development and transportation investments have a tremendous influence in shaping the built environment. This section addresses existing and future
circulation capacity and efficiency affected by changes to the built environment. Some of these issues may be
resolved through policies, programs and projects which may result in changes to the built environment.
A challenge facing the community is balancing the different modes of
transportation within a limited space
and systematically integrating them
to ensure that each mode functions to
maximum efficiency and to avoid potential conflicts. Additionally, because
transportation infrastructure visually
impacts the public landscape, new
transportation improvements must
consider the scenic qualities of the
community. Circulation projects vary
in scale and may involve larger scale
regional projects such as the transitoriented projects under consideration in Ardmore and Bryn Mawr, or
smaller neighborhood-scaled traffic
calming and sidewalk projects.
Circulation improvements are an
integral component of redevelopment projects. The transformation
of commercial areas around train stations into functioning, mixed-use,
transit-oriented villages is largely
dependent upon circulation infrastructure enhancements. While the
redevelopment of transit areas will
primarily focus on enhancing commuter rail facilities and providing
new parking opportunities, redevelopment efforts also provide an opportunity to improve the pedestrian
environment and to link these commercial areas with existing residential
sidewalk networks.
Traffic congestion and volume
are associated with poor circulation,
which directly results from the evolution of the auto-orientated land use
pattern of the Township. During the
Community Workshops traffic congestion was identified as one of the

primary problems associated with
new development. Several participants of the Community Workshops
expressed concern from increasing
‘pass through’ and commuter traffic
congestion. A significant volume of
traffic is also the result of local residents making short trips, such as
dropping children off at school or
running local errands. According to
the 1995 Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey roughly 25 percent
of all trips made in the United States
are less than one mile in length, and
75 percent of those short trips are
made by automobile.38
Imp act of lar ger mar ket
fo rc es, lifestyle choices
a n d l and use patterns upon
t h e Township’s circulation
system

The Township’s current land use
pattern evolved in response to the
rail and road network, which was
largely established between 1850 and
1920. The Township’s commuter rail
infrastructure fostered a compact,
pedestrian-scaled suburban landscape. As the primary mode of transportation transitioned from railways
to automobiles, neighborhoods began to develop farther from the train
stations, which became increasingly
less dense. Between 1980 and 2000
the number of vehicle miles traveled
increased by 52 percent in the Dela-

38 W.C. Wilkinson, N. Eddy, G. MacFadden and B.
Burgess. Increasing Physical Activity Through Community
Design: A Guide for Public Health Practitioners. Washington: National Center for Bicycling & Walking, May 2002.

ware Valley region despite a population increase of only 7 percent. In
recent years the region has experience slight shifts in travel patterns.
After declining steadily from 1990 to
2005 transit ridership has risen from
2005 to 2007. This reflects national trends, where 2008 recorded the
highest level of transit ridership since
the early 1950’s. Since 2000, most
forms of commuting in the Delaware
Valley region have remained steady
with some growth in the number
of people bicycling and working at
home.39
In the past few years the importance of energy conservation and
environmental awareness has gained
regional, state, national and worldwide acknowledgement. The Township is uniquely positioned to take
advantage of its transportation infrastructure. Improvements to public transit, encouragement of transit
oriented development, investments
in multi-use trails and the increased
use of car share and shuttle services
provide Lower Merion Township an
opportunity to reduce traffic congestion, conserve energy and reduce
emissions.
The current land use and circulation patterns are relatively fixed
and there are limited opportunities
for major enhancements. It is likely
that future growth will be required to
integrate circulation improvements.
Current examples include the revital-

39 Connections: The Regional Plan for a Sustainable
Future. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
2009.p. 29
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ization of the Ardmore train station
and the establishment of a Transportation Services Area on Rock Hill
Road.
Planning Assumptions
 The purpose of a multi-modal
transportation system is to provide a range of transportation options to accommodate the needs
of all members of the community.
 Members of the community use
different modes of transportation
for a variety of reasons including
commuting to work, running errands, socialization or physical
exercise.
 The Township is fortunate to have
excellent large-scale transportation infrastructure that includes
multiple passenger rail stations,
bus routes, access to interstates
and regional roadways. However,
the decentralized land use pattern
of various residential neighborhoods promotes automobile dependency.
 Energy conservation and sustainability will continue to be a focus
at the local, regional, state and national levels.
 Local residents making short vehicular trips contribute to traffic
congestion.
 Future growth and redevelopment projects will likely incorporate transportation enhancements to mitigate the impacts of
increased density.
 Because the circulation infrastructure and land use pattern are
largely fixed, future projects will
involve disturbance to the existing physical fabric. There will
continue to be a debate between
the importance of minimizing
project scope to lessen disturbances and maximizing project
scope to achieve the greatest long
term goals.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Circulation Element should
review methods, such as the creation of a ‘one less trip’ policy, to
encourage alternative modes of
transportation to reduce automotive trips, local traffic congestion
and usage energy.
 The Circulation Element should
consider potential changes to
transportation systems resulting
from new technologies and sources of energy.
 The Circulation Element should
include an inventory of existing
transportation facilities available
and an analysis of ridership levels
and demographics.
 The Circulation Element should
incorporate the findings of the
2004 Feasibility Study for Township-wide Pedestrian and Bicycle
Network to identify areas where
the pedestrian and bicycle network may be improved.
 The Circulation Element should
explore methods to effectively
communicate with the public in
regards to the short term impacts
and long term project goals of circulation improvement projects.
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How circulation sy stems
qualitatively impacts the
char acter and health of th e
community

The form and the function of local
transportation routes are interrelated
with adjacent land uses. The Township’s built environment has evolved
over time towards almost exclusively
accommodating the automobile at
the expense of other modes of transit. While this form expedites automobile travel it is generally regarded
as contrary to the small scale, village
character that many residents desire
in their neighborhoods and commercial areas.
Many roads were designed as
winding, tree-lined, pastoral streets
with narrow shoulders and no sidewalks. These routes were meant
to connect low-density residential
neighborhoods. However, as the
Township and adjacent communities
developed, the number of vehicles
on the roadways and the amount of
pass-through traffic increased, making the streets unsafe for pedestrians
and cyclists to use. The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention indicates that the built environment
within communities influences access to physical activity opportunities. For example, a lack of sidewalks,
safe bike paths, and parks in neighborhoods can discourage children
from walking or biking to school as
well as from participating in physical
activity.40 A challenge exists in providing for pathways and alternative
modes of transportation in areas that
were historically designed for the automobile. The existing right-of-ways
where sidewalks are provided have
also been impacted by factors such as
street widening, the provision of ad40 Overweight and Obesity: Contributing Factors.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, February 8,
2010. http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/childhood/causes.
html.
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ditional utilities and numerous curb
cuts. These encroachments limit
the ability to provide enhancements,
such as street trees, and create a feeling of high exposure to automobile
traffic.
The functionality of the transportation system impacts the local
economy as it affects the movement
of people and goods. The Township
is fortunate to have a multi-modal
transportation system including
road, rail, bus, bicyclist and pedestrian networks. Transportation enhancements, such as improvements
to pedestrian access and linkages, are
often key components of economic
development efforts. Economic development initiatives may also result
in the construction of wider sidewalks in commercial districts and
traffic calming that can be achieved
through streetscape design. A reduction of curb cuts and drive-through
banks and food services may improve
the pedestrian environment and circulation thereby increasing the likelihood that local patrons may frequent
commercial areas on foot.
Planning Assumptions
 A correlation exists between land
use, transportation and public
health issues, such as childhood
obesity from children not walking. In many cases children are
not able to walk to school because
of school policies or because of the
lack of sidewalks linking residential neighborhoods to schools.
 A diverse, appropriately scaled,
multi-modal circulation system
enhances the residential character
of the Township by encouraging
transportation alternatives that
reduce traffic congestion while
providing opportunities for walking, biking and public transportation.
 Traffic calming measures will need
to be coordinated with circulation
improvements and streetscape
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improvements to ensure that traffic flows at higher speeds where
desired as well flowing at reduced
speeds where appropriate.
 Logical bicycling and walking improvements for transit and recreation will increasingly be desired
by township residents.
 An efficient circulation system
which provides for multiple
forms of transportation is integral
to economic growth and development.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Circulation Element should
consider public health implications beyond traffic safety into
transportation decisions.
 The Circulation Element should
include an analysis of the “Walk
Zones” established by the Lower
Merion School District as a means
to prioritize pedestrian improvement projects.
 The Circulation Element should
include a range of traffic calming
measures that can be applied to
different neighborhoods throughout the Township.
 The Circulation Element should
incorporate existing bicycle and
pedestrian plans including the
Township Wide Pedestrian and
Bicycle Mobility Plan and the
Cynwyd Heritage Trail Master
Plan.
 The Community Facilities, Circulation and Land Use Elements
should explore alternative methods for accommodating necessary
utilities while also providing dedicated areas for street trees and
sidewalks along the right-of-way,
such as the use of easements.
 The Economic Development Element should include an analysis
of transportation access, physical
barriers, transit oriented development, and pedestrian pathways
that may impact the commercial
areas.

The legal framework
in which the Township
can manage circulation
improvements

Multiple modes of transportation in the Township link the community to other areas in the region.
Due to the regional interdependency
of the transportation system various
elements of the circulation network
are controlled by outside federal
and state agencies, such as Amtrak,
SEPTA and PennDOT. Additionally,
many transportation improvements
are dependent upon funding through
federal and state agencies. The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) is the metropolitan
planning organization for the greater
Philadelphia area, including Bucks,
Montgomery, Delaware, and Chester Counties. Federal funding for
transportation projects and programs
are channeled through this planning
agency. Since the circulation system
is largely established, transportation
projects primarily involve maintenance of existing facilities requiring
ongoing municipal investment. The
DVRPC indicated that the top priority
for transportation investments is the
maintenance and modernization of
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the existing transportation system.41
New transportation projects are typically funded through a combination
of federal, state, county, private and
local funds.
The four active rail lines located in
the Township are operated by outside
entities largely independent of local
land use controls. The Norfolk Southern Rail Corporation privately operates the rail line along the Schuylkill
River exclusively for freight traffic
under federal charter. SEPTA manages the Norristown High Speed Line
(formerly the R-100) commuter line,
while Amtrak and SEPTA jointly operate the R-5 and R-6 passenger rail
lines. SEPTA also operates numerous
bus routes throughout the Township.
Working with each of these agencies
requires county, regional, state and
federal cooperation and resources.
Recognizing the interrelationship
between public transportation and
community development Pennsylvania has established an innovative
funding mechanism, Transit Revitalization Investment Districts (TRID),
to allow local municipalities to leverage public and private funds to create
mixed-use, transit-oriented village
centers.
Two interstate highways and several state roads, such as Lancaster
Avenue (Route 30) and City Avenue
(Route 1), which are under the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT),
are located in the Township. In accordance with state Act 247, the
Township adopted an official highway map in 1967 which depicts the
routes of vehicular travel within the
Township. The map is used to classify streets based on capacity and traffic
volumes. The State accepts responsibility for maintenance and improvements of roads that are a part of the
regional highway system. State roads
41 Connections: The Regional Plan for a Sustainable
Future. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
2009.p. 2.
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are either maintained by PennDOT,
or the Township provides the maintenance and is then reimbursed by the
state. However, all other streets are
the responsibility of the Township,
except for private roadways. The official highway map was meant to serve
as a guide for decisions pertaining to
capital improvements, subdivision
and locations and overall street network maintenance. The last known
amendment to the official highway
map was in 1979 following the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan.
The Municipalities Planning
Code (MPC) allows municipalities to
require private developers to provide
off-site transportation improvements
when a local Transportation Services
Area (TSA) has been established.
Generally, a Transportation Services
Area is created and newly developed
properties within the area are assessed a portion of the cost of off-site
transportation improvements which
are needed as a result of the development. Presently, one Transportation Services Area is located along
the Rock Hill Road/Belmont Avenue
Corridor and the feasibility of creating an additional Transportation Services Area along City Avenue is being
explored.
The federal government and
Pennsylvania promote pedestrianscaled improvements through several
programs including Safe Routes to
School, which provides funds for local municipalities to construct sidewalks or to establish ‘walking school
buses’. Also, the Recreational Trails
Program is providing funding for the
Cynwyd Heritage Trail in Bala Cynwyd. The Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) is landmark federal legislation that opens up services and employment opportunities to Americans
with disabilities. The ADA guidelines
regulate improvements within the
right-of-way including sidewalks and
is implemented through the Township’s Building Code.
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Planning Assumptions
 Traditional sources of transportation funding will become increasingly competitive due to the
need of the state, county and local
municipalities to maintain aging
infrastructure. Less money will
be available for new projects as
transportation funds are concentrated on ‘fixing it first’.
 The state and county will continue to promote innovative
transportation funding programs.
Montgomery County is in the
process of considering a countywide bond to assist local governments with transportation funding and to help local governments
link land use with transportation
planning.
 Traffic volume and the way in
which various roadways function
have evolved since the adoption
of the 1979 Comprehensive Plan.
 Regionally traffic congestion will
increase without innovative solutions to address multiple modes
of transportation.
 PennDOT will continue to influence the function and form of
roads by implementing ‘one size
fits all’ state regulations promoting transportation efficiency, increased public safety and reduced
maintenance costs. Many of these
regulations will qualitatively impact the Township through increased signage and loss of shade
trees on state roads.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Circulation Element should
be consistent with state and regional plans to ensure that local
transportation projects remain
eligible for funding.
 The Circulation Element should
include an inventory of the existing transportation systems in
place with the name of the agency
responsible for the maintenance
of the system.
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 The Circulation Element should
include an inventory of possible
sources of funding for transportation improvements.
 The Circulation Element should
include an analysis of the existing Official Highway Map and
classification of all roadways in
the Township. The traditional
functional classification system
of roads should be evaluated to
ensure that it promotes multimodal transportation systems in
a built-out suburban community
like Lower Merion. Alternative
methods of roadway classification
should be developed to promote
‘complete streets’ that safely and
efficiently move automobile traffic while also accommodating
public infrastructure, providing
appropriate areas for bike and
pedestrian use and enhancing the
public landscape.
 The Circulation Element should
establish a qualitative hierarchy
of roads to reinforce the interrelationship between form and function within the Township.
 The Circulation Element should
evaluate the effectiveness of Transportation Services Areas.
 The Circulation Element should
identify areas and pathways which
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may be improved by compliance
with ADA guidelines and recommend strategies to bring existing
pathways into compliance.
L o c a l regulator y effor ts
w h i c h have been under taken
t o a ddress circulation
i m p rovements

Many smaller scale circulation improvements such as new traffic lights,
curb cuts and deceleration lanes are
routinely addressed through the land
development process. The Township
Engineer as a matter of practice works
with developers to provide circulation improvements which accommodate new development and may also
improve existing conditions. Where
possible, the Township Engineer and
Township staff work with developers
to coordinate new development with
the Township’s long range transportation plans. The Public Works Department with the Township Engineer
reviews all applications for public
roadway improvements.
The Lower Merion Township Police Traffic Safety Unit is responsible
for the targeted enforcement of traffic regulations designed to facilitate
the safe and smooth flow of vehicular and pedestrian traffic throughout
the Township. The Traffic Safety Unit
in coordination with the Highway
Enforcement Team officers enforces
speed zones on major roadways, conducts commercial vehicle inspections
and enforces truck weight limits. This
unit also conducts roadway surveys
to determine the need for new traffic
regulations or signals and work with
construction engineers to design safe
traffic flow plans for new construction or remodeling efforts in business
and residential areas.
Transit oriented projects in builtout communities are very complex
and require extensive private/public
partnerships to realize. The Township
is currently involved in several large
scale planning initiatives to improve
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and coordinate circulation improvements with economic development
and commercial area redevelopment
opportunities, including Rock Hill
Road, Bryn Mawr and Ardmore. In
each of these projects the Township
is utilizing innovative planning tools
such as TRID and TSA to maximize
available resources while reducing
Township costs.
The 1954 Comprehensive Plan
initiated the recommendation for
planning infrastructure through the
Capital Improvement Program (CIP).
The CIP is a multi-year scheduling of
major public physical improvements
and encourages priority-setting and
long-range financial planning by the
Township. Local transportation projects initiated by Lower Merion are set
forth in the CIP process.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township will increasingly
partner with regional transportation agencies and adjacent municipalities to address complex,
multi-jurisdictional transportation issues.
 The projected growth anticipated
for designated growth areas of the
Township, including Rock Hill
Road, Bryn Mawr, City Avenue
and Ardmore is dependent upon
transportation
improvements
which increase efficiency and improve capacity.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Circulation Element should
evaluate the potential use of TRID
and TSA provisions to finance
transportation improvements and
to link land use and transportation decisions.
 The Circulation Element should
identify potential corridors and
intersections for multi-municipal
and regional planning solutions.
 The Circulation Element should
explore the capacity of designated growth areas to absorb new
growth and what if any transportation improvements are neces-
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sary to absorb such growth. The
Circulation Element should identify potential private and public
funding necessary to fund growth
related improvements.
 The Circulation Element should
be coordinated with the Land Use
and the Economic Development
Elements.
 The Circulation Element should
include an evaluation of the CIP
process.

L o c a l n o n - re g u l a t o r y e f fo r t s
t o a dd ress c i rc u l a t i o n i s s u e s

Local residents, business owners
and institutions complement municipal government efforts to promote
a safe, efficient, pedestrian-scaled,
multi-modal transportation network
through a wide range of ‘grassroots’
actions. The Bridlewild Trails Association, for example created a network
of hiking and equestrian trails via an
informal arrangement of “handshake”
easements across private property.
Potential bike and pedestrian projects such as trails and sidewalks are
more successful when initiated at
the neighborhood level and through
civic associations. Township government can support local efforts to
install sidewalks and traffic calming
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improvements by providing technical
of making the Township safer and
assistance and by assisting in fundmore accessible for walkers and
ing.
bikers. Neighboring communities
The Township also routinely works
including Tredyffrin Township
through civic associations and neighhave formed citizen committees
borhood groups to address traffic isto promote walking and biking
sues in residential neighborhoods.
within their borders.
These traffic calming efforts would Comprehensive Plan Implications
benefit from a coordinated approach.  The Circulation Element should
Traffic calming can be accomplished
inventory existing and potential
through a variety of means that make
private transportation arrangedrivers pay more attention to their
ments, such as Saint Joseph’s Uniimmediate surroundings, including
versity’s student shuttles and the
reducing roadway widths, encouragHaverford College and Bryn Mawr
ing on-street parking, planting reguCollege Blue Bus, with the goal of
lar rows of trees closer to the street,
assisting institutions in maximizsignage, and reduced speed limits
ing these resources.
in addition to installing mechanical  The Circulation Element should
speed tables and speed humps.
evaluate methods to reduce unPlanning Assumptions
necessary vehicular trips associat Local institutions and larger
ed with schools including expandbusinesses in the Township will
ing walk zones and coordinating
continue to explore alternative
or staggering pick up and drop off
transportation methods for their
times.
employees such as car pooling,  The Circulation Element should
shuttles and biking.
evaluate the potential of forming
 Schools and universities are maa citizens committee to advise
jor contributors to traffic congesthe Board of Commissioners on
tion within the Township due to
ways to promote walking and bikthe volume of students attending
ing, such as the Sidewalks, Trails
schools, the geographic distribuand Paths Committee formed in
tion of students and as a result of
Tredyffrin Township.
policies that require driving and
bussing of students. College students who live off campus contribute to the number of vehicular trips.
 There are numerous non-profit
advocacy groups which encourage and promote nonautomotive
forms of transit impacting the
Township, including the Delaware Valley Association of Rail
Passengers, the Bicycle Coalition
of Greater Philadelphia and the
Bridlewild Trails Association.
 The Health Advisory Council
and the Environmental Advisory Council have begun exploring the relationship between the
Township’s built environment
and public health with the goal
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COMMUNI T Y FAC IL IT IES

Township government provides a wide range of services including public safety, waste management, community centers and libraries. Lower Merion Township is known for providing extremely high levels of community
services which residents have come to expect. Excellent public schools and community services are a few of the
many reasons residents enjoy living within the Township.
The major issues involved with
Community Facilities and Services
involve balancing public costs, maintaining service levels and developing
new services to meet changing community needs. The levels of community services that the Township provides and the annual budget required
to pay for those services have an indirect relationship to the residents’
quality of life and property values.
Maintaining desired levels of community services requires continued
investment and planning as existing
facilities become outdated, standards
rise and technologies evolve. Technology will play an increasing role
in the ability of local governments to
communicate with residents and to
provide services.
The Township has proactively established partnerships with government agencies and local non-profits
to provide alternative funding arrangements to extend the Township’s
ability to continue to provide quality
services.
The Pennsylvania Municipalities
Planning Code (MPC) mandates that
a comprehensive plan include a Community Facilities Element. A recommended approach to fulfill this provision is to combine existing plans for
Parks and Recreation, Libraries, Fire,
and Public Information into a comprehensive document. It is further
recommended that the Community
Facilities Element include an analysis
of the costs and benefits of community services. Depending upon the
availability of funds, the preparation
of a Community Facilities Element
may also provide an opportunity to
build upon the 2004 Lower Merion

Township Survey to gain a further un- Comprehensive Plan Implications
derstanding of the types of services,  Staff should evaluate the existing
levels of service and costs of services
2004 Lower Merion Township
that residents desire.
Resident Survey to determine
whether preparing an updated
Township-wide survey as a part of
Imp act of lar ger mar ket
the Community Facilities Element
fo rc es, lifestyle choices
is warranted to further understand
a n d land use patterns upon
the desired levels of services.
C o m munity Facilities
Community facilities and services  The Community Facilities Element should include an analysis
are evolutionary in nature as they
of the feasibility of utilizing comchange to address the needs of a modpatible communication technoloern community. While the physical
gies through various government
location of existing facilities is largely
agencies.
set, the types and levels of services
may adjust to meet community ex-  The Township will continue to
utilize innovative techniques,
pectations and programmatic needs.
such as incorporating advertising
Recent technological advancements
into township newsletters, to offhave also necessitated many changes
set costs where practical.
to the systems in place, such as communications systems that are used
by emergency responders. The high
levels of community services require
continued public investment.
Planning Assumptions
 Community services will likely
continue to evolve.
 Communication and coordination among government agencies such as police, fire, EMS and
public works, will continue to be
important issues as technology
advances.
Inter-organizational
cooperation and communication will be necessary to properly
function.
 Sustaining existing service levels
and providing additional services
at current funding levels will continue to be a challenge.
 The relationship between public
investment in community services
and property values will continue
to be publicly debated.
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H ow C om mu n i t y Fa c i l i t i e s
q u a l i t a t i ve ly i m p a c t s t h e
c h a r a c t er a n d h e a l t h o f t h e
c om mu n it y

The location and appearance of
community facilities contribute to
the physical quality of the Township’s built environment. The nature
of services provided to residents contributes to the social health and well
being of the Township.
For example, the 2004 Lower Merion Library System Facilities Master
Plan acknowledged that although
there has recently been a trend towards larger “regional” libraries in
communities of comparable size that
Township residents prefer the personal touch and high level of readers’ advisory service provided at each of the
Township’s “neighborhood” libraries.
Planning Assumptions
 Public information is crucial to
sustaining an open and effective
government and for engaging
residents and business owners
in civic affairs. Providing timely
and accessible public information
will continue to be a high priority for the Township government
and residents. The Township government will need to respond to
changing technologies to provide
public information.
 The Police and Fire Departments
ensure the safety of Township residents and will continue to provide important services.
 Firehouses and libraries directly
impact the community character
and are identifiable landmarks in
the Township. Renovations of the
existing facilities will likely occur in the future to meet evolving
technological and programmatic
needs.
 Community facilities such as the
Township pools, community centers and libraries contribute to a
sense of community and provide
gathering places for residents to
interact.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Community Facilities Element should address means to
meet changing technological requirements.
 The Community Facilities Element should include an analysis
of performance measures and
long-term service delivery level
needs for the Police and Fire Departments to ascertain whether
additional and/or alternatively
located facilities may be necessary
or desirable as recommended in
the departmental plans.
 The Community Facilities Element should include a comprehensive inventory of anticipated
renovations to community facilities which have been included in
separate departmental reports.
The Township should continue
to strive to construct the highest
quality community facilities possible to foster a sense of community pride and provide state-ofthe-art facilities for residents to
enjoy.
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The legal framework in which
the Township can manage
issues relating to Community
Facilities

In Pennsylvania, some community services, including fire services
and public safety, are provided for
at the discretion of the local governing body. In 2007, House Bill 1134
was enacted revising the First Class
Township Code requirements regarding Emergency Services allowing
them to be provided at “the extent
determined by the Township.” The
Township must comply with state
and county guidelines and standards
when seeking funding to support services.
Pennsylvania has the highest
number of municipal police forces in
the country; however, many smaller
municipalities rely upon the state
police to provide public safety services. In 1900, the Lower Merion
Police Department was established
with seven officers. The department
has a long history of excellent service
and numerous accomplishments. At
its current level of 136 officers, the
department continues its mission to
improve the quality of life by providing the highest level of professional
police service through a partnership
with the community. The department
received accreditation from the Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police Association
in 2006. The 2004 Lower Merion
Township Survey reported that 96%
of Township residents were satisfied
with the services of the Lower Merion
Police Department.
Management of municipal solid
waste occurs at several levels. The
state determines where various types
of waste may be disposed, permits
disposal facilities and promotes and
tracks recycling efforts. The county
updates and implements the municipal waste plan in accordance with the
Pennsylvania Solid Waste Management Act (Act 97) of 1980 and the
Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Community Facilities Element should be consistent with
federal and state policies to retain
the Township’s eligibility to receive
funding to implement mandates.
 The Community Facilities and
Energy Conservation Elements
should explore ways to further
reduce the amount of municipal
solid waste and encourage recycling efforts.
 The Community Facilities Element should include an evaluation of the Township’s solid waste
disposal practices.
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increasingly required to maintain
Township eligibility to demonstrate compliance with state requirements and to retain funding
eligibility.
 Township properties, such as
public parking lots and pocket
parks, will play an important role
in commercial area revitalization
plans.
 The Township and School District
will continue to work together to
address land use issues regarding
school properties, buses and play
fields. The recreational areas of
the public schools are a vital part
of the community facilities available to Township residents.

and Waste Reduction Act (Act 101)
of 1988 and manages the household
hazardous waste collection program.
The Township is responsible for the
collection and processing of municipal solid waste and recyclables. The
Township participates in the Waste
System Authority of Eastern Montgomery County (WSA), which is a
trash to steam resource recovery facility. The WSA is responsible for
recycling, composting, and household hazardous waste removal for the
county. The WSA Board is now planning for post-2014 when the WSA
lease on the resource recovery facility
expires.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township will likely face increased federal and/or state public
safety service mandates regarding
emergency preparedness and other public safety services.
 Federal and state regulations regarding the disposal of solid waste
will likely evolve over time.
 Waning federal and state funding
of community services may place
additional pressure on the Township in coming years.

Open
Space

L o c a l regulator y effor ts
w h i c h have been under taken
t o a ddress Community
Fa c i l ities issues

The Township has a practice of
long range planning to anticipate
levels of services required for different types of community amenities
including libraries, fire services and
parks and recreation. Generally, departmental plans are prepared every
decade or when circumstances dictate. The planning process provides
Township residents an opportunity
to express desired levels and types of
services and also allows departments
to evaluate costs and benefits and to
establish a program for funding.
Updating of community facilities,
such as fire houses and libraries, may
provide the Township with an opportunity to link improvements with
other planning efforts, such as the
revitalization of commercial areas.
Coordinating improvements to community facilities will help to achieve
operational efficiencies and functional synergies.
Planning Assumptions
 There will be increased concern
regarding the continuing costs associated with preparing and updating departmental plans; however, departmental plans will be

Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Community Facilities Element will include and consolidate
current and future departmental
plans as individual chapters.
 The Community Facilities Element will inventory Township
facilities and identify if additional
facilities are warranted.
 A framework for an effective
central storage system of all departmental planning documents
should be implemented.
 The open space and recreation
needs of the Township’s schools
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should be taken into consideration with the Land Use Element,
especially in regards to large parcels or properties located near
school facilities.
L o c a l n o n - re g u l a t o r y e f fo r t s
t o a dd re s s C o m mu n i t y
Fa c i l i t i es is s u e s

Volunteer participation and the
generous donations of local residents
and businesses improve the ability of
the Township to maintain first-rate
facilities and services. Individual
citizens in the Township have a tremendous impact on the level of service that the Township is able to provide. The 2007 Fire Services Study
revealed that the citizens of Lower
Merion reap major benefits from its
largely volunteer fire and rescue system. To provide the same level of service with full-time paid personnel in
the fire stations would require at least
an additional $17 million each fiscal
year for personnel wages.42
Similarly, in 2008, over 6,600
volunteer hours contributed to the
success of the Lower Merion Library
System and over 2,500 hours of volunteer work went into clearing the
Cynwyd Heritage Trail in preparation
for its development and beautification in 2009.43
Funding initiatives undertaken
by local non-profit and grassroots
organizations have also allowed the
Township to maintain and expand
community facilities available to the
public. The Lower Merion fire companies are partially funded by Township allocations, but all depend heavily on the support of the residents.
The Lower Merion Library Foundation, founded in 1996 to provide private sector funding support for the
Lower Merion Library System, has
42 Carroll Buracker and Associates, Inc., Lower Merion
Fire Services Study, 2007 p. vi-vii
43 Lower Merion Library System: 2008 Annual Report,
June 2009 p. 63
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undertaken a capital campaign in an
effort to raise more than 20% of the
$24 million necessary to renovate the
six Lower Merion libraries.
Various township departments
also actively engage the public to offset the costs of ongoing improvement
and maintenance to public facilities.
The Parks and Recreation Department has developed a Park Friends
Program comprised of two areas:
Gifts for Parks and Adopt-A-Park, to
provide residents, organizations and
businesses with a variety of ways to
help protect and enhance their parks.
The Gifts for Parks program enables
residents to support their favorite
park or remember a loved one by donating funds to purchase, install or
plant equipment or trees in the park
of their choice. The Adopt-A-Park
program encourages residents to take
pride in their public open spaces by
committing to maintain a park, trail,
or specified area for one year.
The Township has also recognized the importance of local institutions in supplementing the services
as well as increasing the number of
facilities available to the community.
This practice extends the ability of
the local government to provide services and also provides opportunities
for citizens to serve the community.
The Township has a practice of establishing partnerships with non-profit
organizations and citizen groups to
provide social and recreational services to the community.
Planning Assumptions
 Township partnerships with institutions and non-profit organizations will change over time in
response to changing community
needs.
 Lower Merion Township will continue to encourage civic engagement and participation in providing services.
 Township government will become increasingly reliant upon
the assistance of community
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groups and residents to provide
certain community services as
funding sources decline.
 Private institutions will continue
to supplement the services and
programs available to residents.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Township provides a role in
the coordination of volunteer projects and funding initiatives. This
level of coordination is dependent
upon levels of staffing and organizational culture.
 The Community Facilities Element should include an inventory
of active civic bodies and institutions, as resources and partners,
which may be more fully utilized
in the future.
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COMMUNI T Y INF R A S T RUC T U R E

Lower Merion is a substantially built out community and the infrastructure is largely established. The Township’s infrastructure, comprised of roads, sewers and solid waste facilities, is in need of continued maintenance
and must also be expanded or modified to meet technological innovations, such as telecommunications, state or
federal requirements, recycling and stormwater management. Maintaining and adapting the Township’s aging
infrastructure to meet ongoing community needs requires continued public investment.
Providing efficient, high-quality
infrastructure services at minimal
public expense is part of the core
mission of municipal government.
The discipline of municipal planning
and the development of the Comprehensive Plan arose in the early 20th
century in response to the needs of
rapidly growing municipalities to
provide infrastructure to ensure public health, protect private property
and promote economic development,
including large-scale residential development. The Lower Merion 1922
and 1937 Comprehensive Plans made
recommendations which have resulted in the construction of much of
the Township’s current infrastructure
pattern. The 1954 Comprehensive
Plan initiated the recommendation
for planning infrastructure through
the Capital Improvement Program
(CIP).
There are several important community planning issues regarding
infrastructure beyond the ongoing
township challenge of public investment, such as appropriately designing and sizing infrastructure improvements to complement the built
environment. Smaller-scaled sustainable practices, such as installing sidewalks, utilizing green building technologies and including alternative
energy systems, should be integrated
into Township projects and codes.
I m p a c t of l a rge r ma rke t
fo rc e s , l i fe s t y l e c h o i c e s
and land use patterns upon
C om mu n it y In f ra s t ru c t u re

Providing infrastructure is far
more complex and as a result more
challenging in the 21st century than

it was in the 20th century. The cost
of maintaining and developing the
Township’s infrastructure has significantly increased since it was first installed due to increased regulation as
well as rising labor, legal, engineering
and material costs.
Planning Assumptions
 Infrastructure costs will remain a
significant part of the annual municipal budget. There is an inherent conflict between long range
capital planning efficiencies and
annual budgeting cycles.
 The continued costs associated
with maintaining existing infrastructure will result in reduced
funds available for new infrastructure projects.
 The built-out nature of the Township results in the increased complexity and scale of public projects. Public projects, particularly
those associated with economic
development, will increasingly
include private and other governmental partners. Larger and more
complex projects are harder for
the public to fully understand,
which may result in lengthy public approvals, making them harder to fund and implement.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 Recognizing the increasing role of
infrastructure expenses to the financial sustainability of the Township, it is recommended that the
Capital Improvement Program be
fully integrated into long range
comprehensive planning and that
individual departmental and topical plans evaluate capital planning
implications of new projects.

 The Township should continue
to use public information systems
to involve and educate residents
regarding complex public infrastructure projects.

How Community
Infrastructure qualitatively
impacts the char acter a n d
health of the community

Scenic road corridors located
throughout the Township contribute
to the character of the community.
Visual intrusions, such as utility infrastructure, may negatively impact
the appearance and functionality of
the built environment. The built-out
condition of the Township makes
the addition of new infrastructure
systems difficult to integrate into the
limited public right-of-ways. This
results in visual blight from tacked
on additions, loss of trees and the
obstruction of the sidewalks. Each of
these negatively impacts the appearance and function of the natural and
built environments of the Township.
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The issue of sidewalk infrastructure and general walkability has recently become an especially prevalent
issue due to the construction of two
new high schools and the establishment of “walk zones”. Older neighborhoods in the Township were typically developed as traditional village
centers along the rail line with fully
integrated sidewalk networks. However, significant gaps and barriers exist in neighborhoods which lack pedestrian infrastructure as they were
constructed with a focus on motor
vehicles. The integration of contiguous walkways and bikeways provides
an opportunity to link tracts of open
space and town centers, and offers the
Township an enhanced quality of life,
sense of well being, recreation opportunity and lifestyle amenity. Such an
expanded network is necessary for
an aging population, schoolchildren,
and the disabled who either cannot or
may not choose to drive.
Planning Assumptions
 Walkways and bike paths are an
integral part of the Township’s infrastructure; however, challenges
exist to installing such facilities in
auto-oriented areas that were built
without pedestrians and cyclists
in mind.
 For the near term, new telecommunications wires and boxes,
meters and traffic signal infrastructure will occupy larger areas
of the public right-of-way. The
Township has a limited right-ofway capacity and limited land
available to provide street trees
and sidewalks, which is further
reduced to accommodate larger
infrastructure systems.
 Because the Township is already
developed, burying utilities underground will continue to be a
substantial expense.
 Fewer shade trees will be planted
in the public right-of-way due to
conflicts with utilities. Existing
shade trees may not be replaced
near the same location.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Community Facilities, Circulation and Land Use Elements
should explore means to reduce
the visual and functional impact
of infrastructure upon the built
environment, such as bundling
or burying utilities and locating
utilities on the edge of the rightof-way.
 The Circulation Element should
include an analysis of the “Walk
Zones” established by the Lower
Merion School District as a means
to prioritize pedestrian improvement projects.
 The Community Facilities, Circulation and Land Use Elements
should explore alternative methods for accommodating necessary utilities while also providing
dedicated areas for street trees and
sidewalks along the right-of-way,
such as the use of easements.
 The 2007 Township-wide Street
Tree Inventory and Management
Plan should be incorporated into
the Community Facilities Element.
 The Land Use Element should explore means to establish a fund to
maintain existing and plant new
shade trees within the same watershed as compensation for land
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development waivers requiring the
removal of large trees or disturbance
of natural features to new development.
The legal framework in which
the Township can manage
Community Infr astr ucture
issues

Federal and state mandates regulate the size, appearance and locations
of many community infrastructure improvements. The Township must work
within the regulatory framework of
the state departments of transportation
and environmental protection and Public Utility Commission, in addition to
PECO, to provide utility improvements.
In accordance with the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, no municipality may prohibit the provision of
personal wireless services nor deny the
request to build wireless communication facilities based upon environmental effects of radio frequency emissions.
However, municipalities may regulate
the placement and design of communications facilities through reasonable
standards within their zoning ordinances. The Township has established
provisions to minimize the impact of
telecommunications facilities including
a requirement that all structures be of
stealth design.
The State of Pennsylvania requires
all municipalities to develop and implement an official sewage plan that addresses present and future sewage disposal needs, commonly known as an
Act 537 Plan. Coordinating sewage facilities and roadway improvements with
land use planning, zoning and other infrastructure is a tool the Township could
use to influence development. An Act
537 Plan, when closely linked with zoning and land use ordinances, provides a
blueprint for future growth in terms of
anticipated development and necessary
infrastructure. The Township’s Act 537
Plan was last prepared in 1992 and has
been amended several times since then.
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Planning Assumptions
 Township infrastructure planning
will need to be continually updated to reflect changing federal and
state requirements.
 The capacity of sewage infrastructure may determine the location
and level of future development
in the Township.
 State and federal agencies control various aspects of the Township’s infrastructure, such as the
regional highways, which impact
the aesthetics and character of the
community.
 The Township has the opportunity to utilize tools authorized by
the State to link infrastructure capacity to zoning, growth and redevelopment.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Community Facilities Element should be prepared in conjunction with an updated Act 537
Sewage Facility Plan.
 The Land Use Element should integrate the Act 537 Plan to identify areas of potential growth.
 The Circulation Element should
include an analysis of the official
highway map and an update of
the roadway classification system
if warranted.
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 The Township should continue
the practice of participating with
regional governments and agencies to proactively address larger
utility and infrastructure issues.
 The Public Works Department
should continue to work with
PennDOT to ensure that new,
larger roadway improvements
minimize impact upon existing
streetscapes and incorporate sidewalks and street trees where possible.
L o c al regulator y effor ts
w h i c h have been under taken
t o a ddress Community
In f ra str ucture issues

Perhaps the most important tool
the Township utilizes to maintain and
improve the local infrastructure is the
Capital Improvement Program (CIP).
The CIP is a multi-year scheduling of
major public physical improvements
and encourages priority-setting and
long-range financial planning by the
Township. The CIP contributes to
stabilizing tax rates through proper
fiscal management and allows citizens to participate in helping the
Township meet its goals and objectives.
The Township has an established
culture of budgeting infrastructure
projects over time to reduce larger,
short term expenditures. The Township has also supplemented investments with funds from private development and public grants.
Township staff routinely works
with private developers and public
utilities to appropriately integrate infrastructure improvements through
the zoning and land development
processes. Township staff work diligently with these private developers
and public utilities to develop high
quality design solutions. Township
codes are constantly updated to reduce the visual blight and loss of
functionality resulting from infrastructure improvements.
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Planning Assumptions
 Township codes will need to be
continually updated to address the
increasing impact of infrastructure
upon the physical appearance of
the built environment.
 Staff will continue to strive to
maintain an open dialogue with
utility companies to gain better design solutions beyond the
Township’s ability to regulate.
 Due to the expenses related to
infrastructure projects, it is likely
that the Township will continue to
seek public-private partnerships
to undertake large infrastructure
improvements.
 The CIP will continue to be an important tool utilized by the Township to plan for improvements to
the local infrastructure. Delaying
continual maintenance of Township infrastructure will likely result in significant increases in future expenditures.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Land Use Element should ex-  The role of the Township’s adplore design solutions and code
visory bodies such as the Envichanges to effectively integrate
ronmental Advisory Council and
utilities into new and redeveloped
Shade Tree Commission should
properties.
be expanded to encourage project
 The Community Facilities Element
based solutions, such as commushould include a review and analnity greening projects, additional
ysis of recent projects undertaken
rain barrel workshops and comthrough the Capital Improvement
posting forums to address small
Program.
scale infrastructure improvements. The Community Facilities
Element should evaluate potential
L o c a l n o n - gove r n m e n t a l
cost savings resulting from these
e f fo r t s t o a dd re s s C o m mu n i t y
improvements.
I n fr a st r u c t u re i s s u e s
 Consider expanding the role of
The Township is fortunate to have
the Shade Tree Commission to innumerous advisory bodies and citizen
clude coordination of volunteer–
organizations engaged in open space
based community tree plantings
and sustainable land issues. These
to reduce the public cost of susgrassroots organizations provide extaining the shade tree inventory.
cellent opportunities to develop and
implement significant small scale
infrastructure projects, such as rain
barrels and composters, which can
reduce the stress upon Township
stormwater and sewer infrastructure. There is an opportunity for the
Township to more fully utilize citizen
activism to employ sustainable, small
scale projects to offset the cost of
larger infrastructure projects.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township’s advisory bodies
and grassroots organizations provide an excellent structure to educate the public about small scale
sustainable infrastructure and to
explore sustainable infrastructure
technologies.
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OPEN SPACE A ND R ECR E AT ION

The topic of Open Space refers to a broad range of interrelated public and private issues involving land development, parks and recreational facilities, shade trees and green infrastructure. The Open Space and Environmental Protection Plan was adopted in 2006 as an element of the new Comprehensive Plan. The issues depicted
below supplement the findings of the Open Space Plan and include issues that have been identified since the
plan was prepared. The recommendations of the Open Space Plan include:
 Promote linkages between existing and planned open spaces to
create a unified network;
 Develop new athletic fields;
 Provide new open spaces in the
densest and most underserved
parts of the Township.
 Incorporate open space into revitalization plans for commercial
areas;
 Incorporate open space into green
infrastructure planning;
 Develop the “R-6 Rail to Trail” the
Cynwyd Heritage Trail;
 Implement the Township-wide
Pedestrian/Bike Plan;
 Connect residents to the Schuylkill
River;
 Link open space preservation
with historic resource protection
where possible.
The physical qualities and cultural amenities associated with open
space are an important reason why
residents value living in Lower Merion Township. Despite its critical
role in defining the physical and
cultural character of the Township,
open space is generally underappreciated as an actual land use. The
potential use of open space is undervalued in its ability to address
many of the growth issues facing the
Township. The integration of quality
open space enhances the livability of
existing residential neighborhoods.
Extending open space amenities into
redeveloped commercial areas in
the form of public landscapes, street
trees and public gathering spaces will
be crucial to transforming existing
auto-oriented commercial strips to
pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use villages.

The state and county are very
committed to open space preservation and provide a wide-range of
regulatory and financial tools to local
municipalities. Lower Merion Township is widely recognized as one of
the more progressive communities
throughout the region in open space
preservation. The Township employs
a vast array of policies, programs and
projects to preserve and manage the
public and private open space inventory. Lower Merion’s success with
proactively addressing a broad range
of open space issues is the result of
a combination of governmental and
non-governmental actions by private
citizens, advisory bodies and nonprofit organizations.
Notwithstanding the positive
contributions that open space plays
in addressing growth issues, this report identifies two important sets of
concerns regarding open space. The
first set of concerns involves the costs
associated with open space preservation including investments in maintaining the broader public open
space network. The second concern
involves a range of issues associated
with neighboring property owners
regarding public access and use of
private and public open space.
Imp act of lar ger mar ket
fo rc es, lifestyle choices
a n d l and use patterns upon
O p e n S pace and Recreation
O p p o r tunities

Access to quality open spaces
and recreational amenities is a trait
of healthy residential communities.
Because the Township is significantly
built-out and the development pat-

tern is basically set, the Township
faces physical, financial and social
constraints in preserving, acquiring
and utilizing open spaces. A concern
about open space, like any other land
use, is how its use impacts adjacent
properties.
Planning Assumptions
 Township residents will continue
to demand new types of public
open spaces and recreational activities, such as walking trails and
play fields.
 The limited supply of prime undeveloped land will continue to
dwindle as the remaining parcels
in the Township are developed.
The need for new open space or
recreation acquisition will continue to compete with residential
development.
 A large amount of open space in
the Township is privately owned
and the land could be developed
at any time without permanent
protections in place.
 Neighbors of existing or proposed
open spaces will continue to be
concerned over real and perceived externalities attributed to
public access and public use.
 Key open spaces are underutilized due to lack of public awareness, poor access or isolation from
other recreational facilities or
open spaces.
 A large portion of the Township
was developed without sidewalks
or pedestrian paths to connect
residential neighborhoods to recreational or open space facilities.
There will continue to be challenges to installing new pedestrian improvements in established
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parts of the community due to
concerns over cost, maintenance
and public access.
 Maintaining high quality open
spaces contributes to sustaining
high residential property values.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Community Facilities Element should evaluate existing
recreational resources and projected recreational needs.
 The Open Space Element lists
the acquisition of additional play
fields as one of the Township’s
highest recreational priorities.
 The Community Facilities Element and the Land Use Element
should explore creative means
to uncover the potential of overlooked or underutilized areas as
valuable open spaces.
 The Circulation Element should
explore ways to install sidewalks
in established parts of the Township to provide linkages between
residential neighborhoods and
open spaces while also addressing
resident concerns.
 The Community Facilities Element should explore alternative
uses for underutilized passive
recreation areas.
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H ow Open Space and
R e c reation Oppor tunities
q u a l i tatively impact the
c h a racter and health of the
c o mmunity

The form and abundance of existing open spaces throughout the
Township provide many of the qualitative reasons that residents enjoy
living in the Township. The inclusion
of open space in new development
mitigates the visual impact of new
development and harmonizes new
construction into the established
development pattern. Open space is
an important part of the Township’s
green infrastructure which can help
to manage stormwater, foster clean
air objectives and provide valuable
flora and fauna habitat. Sustaining
the high quality open space infrastructure of the Township requires
broad based community support and
continued investment.
Planning Assumptions
 Open space in the form of pastoral landscapes and street trees is
a defining feature of the physical
appearance of the Township.
 The loss of old growth street trees
significantly impacts the scenic
viewshed. Additionally, when
these trees are replaced with understory or ornamental trees, a
loss of tree coverage results.
 An increasing prevalence of diseases impacting shade trees will
result in the loss of existing canopies that define the community
character.
 Conflicts between utilities in the
right-of-way and the provision of
shade trees will continue as technologies continue to evolve.
 The role that open space plays in
green infrastructure will be increasingly recognized.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Community Facilities Element should build upon the findings of the 2007 Township-wide
Street Tree Inventory and Manage-
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ment Plan to guide maintenance
of the urban forest and re-greening initiatives. Possible sources of
funding to support reforestation
initiatives should be identified.
 The Land Use Element shall review the Natural Features Code
requirements for replacement
trees when existing trees are removed or impacted. Tree preservation and new plantings should
be linked to stormwater requirements to ensure that they are
not removed and are properly
replaced in the future. When required replacement plantings
cannot be provided on-site, the
tree replacements should be provided within the watershed.
 The Community Facilities Element should explore incentives to
integrate green infrastructure into
local stormwater management requirements to preserve existing
large trees and to provide new
trees and functional landscape
features.
 The Historic Preservation Element
should review the possibility of
creating provisions to preserve
scenic landscapes and viewsheds
of significance.
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T h e l e g a l f r a m ewo r k i n
w h i c h t h e Tow n s h i p c a n
m a n age O pe n S p a c e a n d
Rec rea t ion O p p o r t u n i t i e s

The State of Pennsylvania and
Montgomery County each have goals
to promote open space to maintain
healthy and vibrant communities.
The Pennsylvania Municipalities
Planning Code (MPC) provides numerous regulatory tools to encourage
sustainable land development. Pennsylvania provides a wide variety of financial and technical assistance programs related to open space through
state agencies including PennDOT,
the Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources, the Department
of Environmental Protection and the
Department of Community and Economic Development.
Montgomery County also provides financial and technical assistance programs related to open space
through programs such as the Green
Fields/Green Towns Program (the
Program). This ten-year $150 million Program was approved by voter
referendum in November 2003. In
response to eligibility requirements,
the Township prepared the 2006
Open Space and Environmental Protection Plan. The construction of
Linwood Park in Ardmore is an example of a successful project that was
undertaken with funding obtained
through the Program.
Planning Assumptions
 The state and county will remain
committed to providing financial
and technical assistance to local
municipalities; however, financial assistance will become more
competitive and the availability of
resources will shift in response to
economic conditions.
 The state and county are increasingly requiring municipalities to
demonstrate compliance with
their policies to be eligible for assistance.
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 Open space resources are increasingly being awarded to municipalities undertaking innovative open
space projects, such as green infrastructure and multi-municipal
trails.
 The Township has not capitalized
on the available comprehensive
planning tools, such as an “official
map”, as allowed for in the MPC
to identify and preserve open
space.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Community Facilities Element should be consistent with
state and county policies to retain
the Township’s eligibility to receive grant funding.
 The Township should actively
seek innovative multi-municipal
projects creating regional connections to open spaces and trails,
such as the US Route 30 Corridor
Study and the Cynwyd Heritage
Trail, thereby increasing the number of facilities available to residents and expanding the available
funding resources.
 The Land Use Element should examine the feasibility of creating an
“official map” to identify key open
space and recreational parcels.
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Local regulator y effor ts
which have been under taken
to address Open S pace and
Recreation Issues

Lower Merion Township is widely
recognized as one of the more progressive communities in Montgomery
County and Pennsylvania regarding
open space preservation. Lower Merion was one of the first municipalities in the state to embrace Conservation by Design principles for new
subdivisions with the enactment of
the Open Space Preservation District
Ordinance requiring new residential
developments of 5-acres and larger to
set aside at least 50% of the tract for
private open space.
Recent proactive Township efforts to address open space and recreational issues include ordinance
amendments requiring a set aside
of land for recreation or a fee-inlieu when residential developments
exceed three units. In addition,
amendments to the Manufacturing
and Industrial Districts require dedication and construction of a publicly
accessible multi-use trail along the
Schuylkill River as an incentive for
developing at a higher density. The
waterfront trail will provide future
connections to the Schuylkill River
and Wissahickon Trails.
Planning Assumptions
 Open space and recreational
planning is a cross-departmental
responsibility among Parks and
Recreation, Building and Planning
and Public Works. Long range
planning is addressed in a variety
of Township planning documents,
such as the Open Space Plan and
the Parks and Recreation Plan.
 Open spaces and recreational facilities require long term staffing
and maintenance costs.
 Regulations such as the Open
Space Preservation District will
largely determine the quality and
quantity of open space in new
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development and will remain one
of the Township’s most effective
growth management tools. The
preservation areas created as a result of these requirements will require continued monitoring and
education of property owners regarding maintenance and to also
prevent encroachment into these
open space areas.
 High land costs and limited
Township resources will impede
future additions to the public
and private open space and recreational inventories. Future additions may result from ordinance
requirements requiring on-site
dedications.
 The Township’s Natural Features
Code regulations were largely developed to address the needs of a
developing community and may
not be as effective as the Township becomes more built out, especially in commercial districts.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 Subsequent Comprehensive Plan
Elements should be coordinated
and systems should be established
to enhance cross-departmental
cooperation on open space and
recreational issues.
 The Community Facilities Element should identify potential
costs and sources of funding
associated with the long term
maintenance and staffing needs
associated with open space and
recreational facilities.
 The Land Use Element should
explore means to further improve
Township codes by providing incentives to preserve and to provide enhanced landscaping.
 The Land Use Element should explore the potential to use transfer
of development rights to acquire
new playfields from institutional
properties.
 The Land Use Element should
evaluate the township’s Natural
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Features Code for revisions to
reflect the post build conditions
of the Township and should include additional requirements
and incentives to sustain a highquality natural environment to
complement the Township’s built
environment. The Natural Features Code should be revised to
address the interrelationship between the physical form and natural function of open space.
 The Land Use Element should
review the Natural Features Code
for the establishment of new,
separate planting standards for
new development in commercial
areas.
 The Township should continue
to monitor the preservation areas
and educate property owners on
the proper uses of the space.

L o c a l non-governmental
e f fo r ts to address Open
S p a c e and Recreation Issues

The high degree of open space
preservation and enhancement
throughout the Township is the result of successful partnerships between the Township government and
various non-governmental agencies.
Active partners include the Lower
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Merion Conservancy, the Shade Tree
Commission (STC), Riverbend Environmental Education Center, the Environmental Advisory Council (EAC),
Friends Groups and the Bridlewild
Trails Association among others. The
EAC and the STC advise the Board
of Commissioners on open space and
shade tree issues. The EAC and STC
work with staff from a cross-section
of Township departments to address
immediate issues and to assist in long
range planning.
Larger, more pressing subjects
often overshadow open space initiatives. However, open space and
recreational actions and projects can
significantly contribute to addressing Township issues. For example,
the coordination of volunteer efforts
by the Lower Merion Conservancy
to plant trees may reduce municipal costs. Additionally, the rain barrel workshops hosted by the EAC
will aid in individual stormwater
management efforts. Similarly, the
educational programs available at
Riverbend allow the public to enjoy
private open spaces.
Planning Assumptions
 The Township cannot implement
open space and recreation goals
alone; continued partnerships
with various agencies are vital to
open space preservation.
 Over time, numerous open spaces
were acquired by private donations or below market acquisitions by local non-profit agencies
and it is likely that future large
open space acquisitions will occur through similar means. The
direct purchase of large tracts of
land is expensive and unlikely
without partnerships.
 The Township will continue to
partner with local open space
and recreation organizations to
preserve and maintain existing
open spaces and recreational facilities throughout the Township.
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Open space organizations provide
supplemental resources to provide
higher quality open spaces and to
offset Township expenses.
 The Township will need to develop
more sophisticated partnerships
with open space organizations to
capitalize upon public interest in
developing multi-phased projects
such as the Cynwyd Heritage Trail
and Linwood Park.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 Subsequent plan elements should
explore means to continue to expand the role of advisory bodies
such as the EAC and STC and local
non-profits such as the Lower Merion Conservancy in coordinating
innovative volunteer open space
projects, such as community landscaping and providing rain barrels
and composters.
 High land costs and limited Township resources will impede future
additions to the public and private
open space and recreational inventories. Future additions may result
from
public/private/institutional
partnerships to preserve and enhance open space.
 The Township should maintain
relationships with key non-profits
and agencies to help with potential
future permanent protection of key
parcels.
 This report concludes that nongovernmental efforts to preserve
and enhance open space is a significant resource that should be more
fully integrated into Township
planning efforts to reduce municipal expenditures, promote community participation and to extend
community services.
 The Township should develop
partnerships with local non-profits,
such as friends groups, to expand
their role to include long term
maintenance of these open spaces
to ensure their sustainability.
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REG I ONA L COOPE R AT ION a n d MULTI-MUNICIPAL PL ANNING OPPO RTUNITIES

It is important for the Township to continue to partner with adjacent municipalities, as well as regional and
state agencies, to solve common issues that transcend the municipal boundaries such as transportation, infrastructure and affordable housing.

Pennsylvania land use enabling legislation has historically perpetuated a

culture of strong local government. However, the state has recently begun encouraging regional solutions to
common problems through amendments to the MPC and by offering financial incentives to communities that
work together.
Lower Merion has actively pursued
innovative multi-municipal partnerships enabling the Township to take
advantage of funding opportunities.
Grants from the state’s Department of
Community and Economic Development and the Fund for Urban Neighborhood Development supported
initial planning efforts and start up
costs associated with the formation
of the City Avenue Special Services
District (CityAve) in 1996. Covering
parts of Philadelphia and Lower Merion, this business and transportation
corridor was among the first multijurisdictional special services or business improvement districts in North
America.
Regional agencies such as Montgomery County, SEPTA and the
Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission (DVRPC) also provide a
framework for collaboration on projects such as transportation, economic
development and open space which
have a regional impact. The Township
is currently involved in several regional and multi-municipal projects.
Perhaps the most imminent project
requiring partnerships between the
Township and numerous public and
private entities is the Ardmore Transit
Center Project. Since the inception
of the project, the Township has collaborated with Montgomery County,
the DVRPC, SEPTA and Amtrak, in
addition to private developers and
consultants. Other notable on-going
multi-municipal projects and regional
partnerships include:
 The development of the Schuylkill
River Trail east of Flat Rock Park,













which will also include a section
of the Cynwyd Heritage Trail, involves numerous agencies.
The DVRPC Route 30 Corridor
study which stretches from its
intersection with the Chester/
Delaware County line, to the intersection with 52nd Street in the
Parkside section of Philadelphia.
The Township is currently involved in numerous multi-municipal traffic improvement projects
with the adjacent communities
of Narberth and Radnor, such as
the “five points” intersection improvements at County Line Road
and Bryn Mawr Avenue.
The Township has partnered with
Haverford, Marple and Springfield Townships to combat issues
associated with the proposals to
install billboards in particular
communities.
The Township is involved with
Philadelphia through the City
Avenue Special Services District,
Philadelphia Water Department
and the Manayunk Development
Corporation on continuing open
space, transportation and economic development projects.
The Township participates in organizations such as the Greater Valley Forge Transportation Management Association (GVF) and the
Montgomery County Consortium
of Communities to solve specific
issues including public transportation, public safety and telecommunications.
Township staff also works with
numerous non-governmental or-

ganizations, such as the Pennsylvania Environmental Council, the
Clean Air Council and the Delaware Valley Bicycle Coalition to
address a broad range of regional
environmental, recreational and
open space issues.

Impact of lar ger mar ket
forces, lifestyle choices
and land use patterns upon
Reg ional Cooper ation

As the Township becomes more
built out, it is increasingly important
to partner with adjacent municipalities, regional governments and regional agencies to solve issues relating
to common geography and regional
well-being. The Township took a
big step towards promoting regional
cooperation by adopting the Montgomery County Comprehensive Plan,
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which although advisory provides
the Township with a forum to consider and address complex, regional
issues.
Planning Assumptions
 The region will become increasingly more complex and interrelated.
 Air quality issues and pollution
are not confined by political
boundaries.
 Multi-modal transportation is a
regional issue.
 Pass-through traffic contributes
to congestion along major Township roadways and may increase
as the western suburbs continue
to grow.
 The Township’s local powers are
limited in providing affordable
housing. This issue has regional
ramifications.
 The available regional capacity of
the treatment plant and related
facilities is controlled by the City
of Philadelphia pursuant to a
wastewater treatment agreement
between Philadelphia and Lower
Merion.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 Long range Township plans
should evaluate regional implications of local actions and the
local consequences of regional
changes.
 The Energy Conservation Element
should explore the possibility of
instituting a regional Greenhouse
Gas consortium, either multimunicipal or through the County,
to develop regional commitments
to the reduction of greenhouse
gases.
 The Circulation Element should
explore ways to continue to work
with SEPTA and neighboring
communities to improve rail and
bus service and station operations.
 The Circulation Element should
examine the feasibility of coordinating with adjacent municipali-
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ties in regards to transportation
and transit parking needs.
 The Community Facilities Element should include a capacity
analysis of the treatment plants
and related facilities which may
limit the ability of future growth
in the Township.
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cal and cultural characteristics with
other predominantly affluent suburbs. One of the main characteristics
that the Township shares with adjacent suburbs is its auto-dependent
nature. Lower Merion Township
has a unique identity that must be
recognized when considering multimunicipal projects.
Planning Assumptions
 Lower Merion Township has numerous physical and cultural
relationships with adjacent communities.
 Multi-municipal projects that
may compromise the physical
exclusivity of the Township may
meet public opposition.
 As the demographics of the Township continue to change, different
cultural patterns and connections
will be developed.
 Aesthetics of the areas located
along the Township boundaries
will continue to lack continuity
without multi-municipal coordination.

H ow Reg ional Cooper ation
q u a l i tatively impacts the
c h a racter and health of the
c o mmunity

Lower Merion has historically
benefitted from its geographic position within the region and excellent
connections to the regional road and
rail network. Despite the physical
barriers of the Schuylkill River and
Interstate 476, which largely isolate
the Township from adjacent municipalities, continued regional cooperation will aid the Township in
addressing issues that extend beyond
political borders. Lower Merion’s
historical development as a railroad
suburb, and its continued transportation linkages have fostered a
unique cultural relationship between
the City and the Township. The
Township is also an important ‘Main
Line’ community and shares physi-

Comprehensive Plan Implications
 It is in the Township’s best interest to partner with adjacent municipalities in order to maintain a
prosperous edge and enhance the
continuity of neighborhoods and
commercial areas that straddle
the political boundaries of the
Township, while also maintaining
the Township’s unique identity.
 The Township should continue to
support Philadelphia’s revitalization efforts and should continue
to work with the City Avenue
Special Services District and Manayunk Development Corporation
to find solutions to multi-jurisdictional issues.
 The Land Use and Circulation
Elements of the Comprehensive
Plan should incorporate findings
of the DVRPC Route 30 Corridor
study presently underway.
 The Land Use Element should include an analysis of land uses ad-
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jacent to the Township to identify
potential areas of conflict.

T h e l e g a l f r a m ewo r k
i n w h i c h t h e Tow n s h i p
c a n m a n age R e g i o n a l
C oop er a t i o n

The MPC provides provisions for
multi-municipal planning and zoning; however these provisions are
often difficult to implement when
financial resources must be shared
among communities. Acts 67 and
68 (Growing Smarter Legislation)
amended the MPC and enables counties and municipalities to take more
control of their destinies by planning together for both development
and conservation of resources. Governmental and non-governmental
agencies are increasingly providing
financial incentives to communities participating in multi-municipal
projects. Through the Montgomery
County Green Fields/Green Towns
program, a reduced municipal match
in funding is granted to municipalities participating in joint open space
projects. Similarly, the Montgomery
County Revitalization Program allows for a reduced municipal match
in funding for municipalities that
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have adopted the County Comprehensive Plan.
In addition to forming partnerships with nearby municipalities, it
is increasingly important to partner
with regional and state agencies such
as SEPTA and PennDOT which control many of the facilities that are vital
to the functionality of the Township
and the region as a whole.
Planning Assumptions
 Planning issues regarding transportation, infrastructure and affordable housing will increase in
complexity and may require a
more regional approach.
 Multi-municipal planning will become more commonplace due to
increasing incentives and requirements from state, county and regional planning agencies.
 In the future it is likely that governmental funders will increasingly encourage municipalities
to demonstrate consistency with
their goals in order to receive
funding.
 Municipalities will increasingly
partner to gain traction with state
and regional agencies over common issues.
 The Township will continue to
partner with adjacent municipalities and regional agencies to share
resources and provide services at
reduced cost.
 Regional transportation infrastructure projects are beyond the
control of the Township and require effective partnerships to ensure that goals and objectives of
the community are sustained and
advanced.
 Meaningful regional leadership is
needed to effect change.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Economic Development Element should evaluate potential
cost savings resulting from shared
municipal services and cooperative purchases.
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 Township planning documents
should consider means to sustain
and enhance intergovernmental
relations.
 The Township should continue
to participate in planning studies
with adjacent municipalities.

Local regulator y effor ts
which have been under taken
to address Regional
Cooper ation Issues

The Township is actively engaged
in regional planning efforts involving
various municipalities and governmental organizations. It is likely that
these relationships will multiply in
coming years as municipalities compete for resources to address complex, multi-jurisdictional issues.
While the Township has taken efforts to cooperate regionally in some
aspects such as economic development and open space, opportunities to plan regionally have not been
widely utilized in other areas.
Planning Assumptions
 Municipalities are inherently
self-focused, resulting in a lack
of consistency among the zoning ordinances and/or planning
objectives from neighboring municipalities.
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 Neighboring municipalities may
have different planning objectives
for unprotected or temporarily
protected open space at municipal borders that could have a significant impact on the Township
when the land is developed.
 The majority of multi-municipal
planning opportunities will occur
on the physical edges of the Township, however in the future there
may be opportunities for regional
projects that are Township-wide.
 Township planning efforts will increasingly need to address issues
on a multi-municipal and regional
basis.
 The Township should continue to
obtain planning documents from
other communities and regional
agencies on a regular basis to ensure that staff remains up-to-date
regarding regional planning efforts.
 The Township should continue
developing cooperative partnerships between Township staff and
the staffs of the County Planning
Commission and DVRPC to explore joint solutions to common
problems and to share information.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Township’s Comprehensive
Plan should be consistent with
plans of the county and adjacent
municipalities to the greatest extent practical.
 Township planning documents
should stress consistency with
state, county and regional plans
to maintain priority funding and
to capitalize upon potential opportunities.
 The Township should continue
taking a leading role in developing regional planning efforts.
 The Circulation Element should
evaluate potential multi-municipal transportation programs and
projects.
 The Community Facilities Ele-
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ment should evaluate benefits
from potential multi-municipal
infrastructure and recreational
programs and projects.
The Land Use Element should
evaluate the land use pattern and
zoning of adjacent communities
in relation to those of the Township. Future Township land use
plans along the edges should be
coordinated with adjacent municipalities to the greatest practical extent.
The Land Use Element should
explore the possibility of directing development to the designated growth areas assigned in the
county comprehensive plan and
further refine potential area for
growth.
The Housing Element should
evaluate potential regional solutions to providing workforce
housing and in linking workforce
housing to employment centers
through public transportation.
A framework for an effective
storage system for regional planning documents should be
implemented.
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Non-gover nmental effor ts to
address regional cooperation
issues

Non-governmental agencies work
with Township staff, residents and
organizations to solve issues relating
to transportation, affordable housing, recreation, stormwater and open
space. Many of these partnerships are
effective at solving local issues. These
organizations also provide opportunities for the advisory bodies and citizens groups to become constructively
engaged in community building and
problem solving. Lower Merion is
fortunate to include numerous educational and religious institutions which
assist with regional issues.
Planning Assumptions
 Partnering with and encouraging
advisory bodies and non-governmental organizations extend the
Township’s ability to address issues and may potentially result in
cost savings or enhanced services.
 Because of their smaller size, broad
reach and singular focus, nongovernmental groups are more capable of engaging in improvement
and educational projects.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Comprehensive Plan should
recognize the potential represented by non-governmental participants to address local and regional
issues impacting the Township.
 Individual plan chapters should
identify potential partners and
resources necessary to promote
non-governmental Township participation in addressing regional
issues, such as promoting bicycling or clean water.
 The Community Facilities Element
should explore opportunities to
pursue open space opportunities
with neighboring communities.
 The Township should continue to
rely upon and allow non-regulatory groups to serve the educational
needs of the community.
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ENE RGY CONSE RVAT ION

As natural resources grow scarce, the conservation of energy, water and materials will be fundamental in preserving Lower Merion’s fiscal and environmental health. Energy dependence and increasing commodity and
resource prices threaten the economic stability of the Delaware Valley Region and the state of Pennsylvania.44
In 2007 the state undertook the Energy Independence Strategy to manage energy costs, move toward energy
independence and stimulate the economy. Additionally efforts have been initiated at the federal level to promote sustainable development and reduce energy consumption. Presently numerous federal and state programs
are targeted at spurring the development of alternative and renewable energy technologies and helping customers and small businesses to take steps towards reducing electricity consumption which leads to cost savings.
44 Connections: The Regional Plan for a Sustainable Future. Delaware
Valleyrequire
Regional Planning
page 28
that will
that Commission,
multiple2009.
issues

“Sustainability” Over the
past 30 years, the concept of
sustainability has evolved to
reflect perspectives of both
the public and private sectors.
A public policy perspective
would define sustainability
as the satisfaction of basic
economic, social, and security
needs now and in the future
without undermining the
natural resource base and
environmental quality on
which life depends. From a
business perspective, the goal
of sustainability is to increase
long-term shareholder and
social value, while decreasing
industry’s use of materials and
reducing negative impacts on
the environment.45

In many ways sustainability will
be the underlying theme of the future
Township planning efforts. For the
purposes of this comprehensive plan
sustainability refers to community
goal of ensuring that new development is in harmony with its surroundings, by being appropriately scaled,
economically realistic and socially
beneficial. Sustainability is a concept
44 Connections: The Regional Plan for a Sustainable
Future. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
2009. page 28
45 Sustainability: Basic Information U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency http://www.epa.gov/Sustainability/
basicinfo.htm 2010

are simultaneously evaluated and that
decisions are balanced with immediate solutions and future considerations. From a growth management
perspective, sustainability means that
the Township planning decisions
will consider the economic, environmental and social consequences of
development and that individual actions will be evaluated with an understanding of the ultimate capacity of
the community to accommodate new
growth. Sustainability will become
increasingly important as the Township faces decisions impacting energy
consumption, water quality and solid
waste. Sustainability means planning
smarter to ensure long-term success.
The Township is well positioned
to build upon its culture of citizen
participation and leadership to develop a multitude of small-scale sustainability improvements, which may
have a significant cumulative impact.
Sustainability does not have to be expensive. There are many innovative
and inexpensive ways to be sustainable including involving community
volunteers in tree plantings and park
maintenance, and encouraging residents to install composters and rain
barrels. The Township government
can play an important role in promoting sustainability by encouraging
citizen activism to capitalize upon important local resources, the skills and
passions of Township residents.

To ensure that future planning efforts are sustainable, it is recommended that comprehensive plan elements
and future Township plans include a
statement regarding the social, economic and ecological consequences of
proposed recommendations. Sustainability will be integrated within every
plan element. Due to the anticipated
increasing economic and ecological
impacts, it is recommended that an
Energy and Water Resource Conservation Element be prepared.
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I m p a c t of l a rge r ma rke t
fo rc e s , l i fe s t y l e c h o i c e s
and land use patterns
u p o n t h e Tow n s h i p ’s
en er g y c on s e r v a t i o n a n d
c on su m p t io n

In certain areas of the Township,
the economic affluence and predominantly low density, single-family
residential land use pattern results
in high consumption levels of energy, water and materials. Anticipated
changes in the accessibility and price
of these resources and materials will
have significant impacts on local land
use, housing, transportation, and
public health decisions.
In the last 30 years energy consumption in the United States has
increased by 42%. According to the
U.S. Green Building Council, buildings in the United States are responsible for 39% of CO2 emissions, 40%
of energy consumption, 13% water
consumption and 15% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per year, making green building development a
source of significant economic and
environmental opportunity. Greater
building efficiency can meet 85% of
future U.S. demand for energy, and a
national commitment to green building has the potential to generate 2.5
million American jobs.46
Many buildings in the Township
are decades old and lack modern
windows, insulation and heating.
However, studies by the Energy Research and Development Administration show that the buildings with the
poorest energy efficiency are those
built between 1940 and 1975. Buildings constructed prior to 1940 are
comparatively more energy efficient
and commonly have energy saving
physical features and devices that
contribute to good thermal perfor-

46 About USGBC. U.S. Green Building Council http://
www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=124
2010
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mance.47 Existing deficiencies may
be resolved through context sensitive measures thus promoting both
the goals of historic preservation and
energy conservation. Additionally,
the amount of energy it takes to construct new buildings coupled with
the waste generated from demolishing structures adds to the argument
that the greenest building is the existing building. It is likely that residents
will pursue energy conservation solutions in the near future because of
the financial and social benefits that
they provide. When generation rate
caps are removed across Pennsylvania by the end of 2010, families and
businesses in Pennsylvania could be
hit with double-digit increases in energy costs as has been experienced
in neighboring Maryland and Delaware.
From a transportation perspective,
the Township generally has a sustainable land use pattern resulting from
its ‘Main Line’ history of compact
development radiating from commuter rail stations. Even newer autooriented sections of the Township are
located in reasonable proximity to
mass transportation. However, older,
denser neighborhoods in the Township have additional sustainability
advantages because they also include
sidewalks, which provide even more
transportation options and because
they are generally located closer to
commercial, open space and educational uses. Promoting the use
of public transportation and other
non-automotive transit options are
ways to reduce the number of vehicle
miles traveled thus reducing energy
consumption and the amount of carbon dioxide emitted. The Township
is uniquely positioned to encourage
transit-oriented-development near
existing rail corridors and capitalize
47 Smith, Baird M., Preservation Briefs 3: Conserving Energy in Historic Buildings U.S. Department of the Interior,
National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services
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on the existing infrastructure to promote sustainable development.
Planning Assumptions
 The entire Township including
the local government, residents,
institutions and businesses mainly
rely on traditional sources of energy that will become increasingly
scarcer and more expensive.
 Promoting a wide variety of alternative sources of energy and conservation methods will make the
Township less vulnerable to the
consequences of energy fluctuations.
 More sustainable land use practices such as transit oriented development, open space preservation
and historic preservation result in
less energy consumption and increased energy conservation.
 More sustainable building and
construction practices such as
recycling construction debris will
also result in cost savings and energy conservation.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
examine realistic ways for the
Township, its residents, and businesses to conserve energy.
 The Energy Conservation and Water Resource Element should explore alternative energy resources
and ways to support innovative
energy conservation solutions.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
include a review of the Township
Building and Energy Code and
examine how to integrate energy
efficiency.
 The Historic Preservation Element
and the Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
evaluate synergies between preservation and energy conservation.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element and His-
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toric Preservation Element should
review the current demolition
process to explore ways to require
reusable materials to be salvaged
in order to reduce solid waste.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
examine incentives that could be
integrated into Township Codes
to encourage the construction of
green buildings.
 The Land Use Element should
evaluate possible incentives and
methods to encourage projects
that are proximate to public
transit and promote pedestrian
or bicycle facilities as alternative
modes of transportation.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element and the
Circulation Element should include a comprehensive inventory
and analysis of the existing public
transportation and linkages to pedestrian infrastructure.

H ow en er g y c o n s e r v a t i o n
and consumption
q u a l i t a t i ve ly i m p a c t s t h e
c h a r a c t er a n d h e a l t h o f t h e
c om mu n it y

Lower Merion Township is an example of the Greene Country Towne
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ideal originated by William Penn,
which promoted attractive communities living in harmony with their surroundings. Many homes throughout
the Township are made of local materials such as wood and stone and
are sited to work with natural solar
and wind by including trees to cool
homes in warmer months and warm
them in cooler months. The character of the Township’s built environment is generally associated with
traditional, sustainable development
and building practices. The Township is well-positioned to continue
its Greene Country Towne character into the future through the use
of 21st century sustainable building
and development practices.
Energy conservation is inherently linked to community health and
community character. Residents and
businesses benefit from lower energy
costs, better transit, greener neighborhoods and cleaner air. One method to conserve energy and improve
strormwater management while also
enhancing the streetscape environment is the use of “green streets”. A
green street uses vegetated facilities
to manage stormwater runoff at its
source, reduce flows, improve water quality and enhance watershed
health. Street trees are a key component of green streets. Each year
a single large shade tree can absorb
90 pounds of carbon dioxide and
10 pounds of air pollution, including four pounds of ozone and three
pounds of particulates.48 Additionally, one hundred mature tree crowns
intercept approximately 100,000 gallons of rainfall per year according to
the USDA Forest Service. A single
street tree produces many direct benefits, such as traffic calming, stormwater, and air quality improvements,
as well as aesthetic, social and other
natural benefits.
48 Connections: The Regional Plan for a Sustainable
Future. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
2009. page 77
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Suburban street designs and development patterns generally favor
the automobile over walking and bicycling. The lack of pedestrian and
bicycle infrastructure may inhibit
physical activity. Moderate, daily
activity has long been recognized as
an important factor toward leading
a healthy lifestyle. A national survey found that more than 25 percent of pedestrian trips were taking
place on roads lacking sidewalks
and shoulders and bike lanes were
available for fewer than five percent
of bicycle trips.49 According to the
U.S. Department of Transportation’s
Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey, the trips taken on foot
by the average American adult have
decreased 42 percent between 1975
and 1995.50
Promoting alternate
modes of transportation, such as
walking and biking, provides an opportunity to reduce oil consumption,
carbon emissions and improve public health.
Land use activities are directly related to water resources, with regard
to their impact on both water quantity
and quality. As new and more intensive development occurs, it can have
a direct impact on water resources, for
both consumption as well as natural
habitats. Additionally, inadequately
addressed stormwater runoff can tax
existing stormwater systems and lead
to flooding of roads and structures.
Maintaining the quantity and quality
of water resources and ensuring that
new development does not compromise stormwater management controls is a multi-party responsibility.
Municipalities, in conjunction with
other governmental entities, public

49 The Benefits of Complete Streets 8: Complete
Streets and High Gas Prices. National Complete Streets
Coalition, http://www.completestreets.org/webdocs/
factsheets/cs-gasprices.pdf 2010
50 Increasing Physical Activity through Community
Design: A Guide for Public Health Practitioners. National
Center for Bicycling and Walking. Washington, D.C. 2002
page 3
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utilities, developers, non-profits, etc.
must work together to address water
resource issues. Additionally, users of these water sources should be
educated with regard to conservation
techniques.
Planning Assumptions
 Energy efficiency and conservation practices are consistent with
the established character of the
Township.
 Energy conservation methods will
continually respond to changing
technologies and regulations.
 The quality and availability of
clean water will become an increasing concern for the region as
existing supplies are degraded by
low density sprawl development,
which reduces recharge by increasing impervious surface and
waterway contaminants.
 There is a relationship between
public health, community design
and transportation. Community
design that provides for multiple
modes of transportation may lead
to reduced automobile dependency and increased opportunities for physical activity.
 Individuals and organizations will
increasingly seek to reduce public
health costs.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
include an inventory of methods
to conserve energy and enhance
the community character.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
explore ways to educate residents and business owners on the
methods of conservation and sustainable design.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
incorporate the findings of the
2006 Lower Merion Township
Open Space and Environmen-
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tal Resource Protection Plan and
the Township’s 2008 Shade Tree
Inventory Management Plan to
identify opportunities to create
green streets.
The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
identify financial incentives and
educational opportunities to encourage sustainable decisionmaking by individual property
owners.
The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element and Circulation Element should incorporate the findings of the 2004
Township-wide Pedestrian and
Bicycle Network Feasibility Study
and identify how providing for
multiple modes of transportation
may affect public health.
The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
include a review of the Stormwater Management Code to ensure
the provisions encourage effective
erosion and sediment control to
protect the water quality.
The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
include a review of the Natural
Features Code to evaluate the
controls over the amount of existing vegetation that can be removed during the land development process.
The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
examine the feasibility of incorporating riparian corridor best
management practices, such as
wetland restoration plantings,
into the Township codes to protect such areas.
The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
identify flooding and existing
stormwater issues that need to be
addressed. The Element should
examine methods to limit development in the floodplain areas,
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and incorporate more Best Management practices into Township
Codes.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
identify potential partners to aid
in its water resource management efforts. The Delaware Valley
Regional Planning Commission,
Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources, Department
of Environmental Protection and
non-profit entities such as the
Schuylkill River Greenway Association can provide assistance as
well as funding for such projects.

The legal framework in
which the Township can
manage energ y conser vation

There are, and will be an increasing number of federal and state government mandates to address environmental degradation and resource
depletion. In 2007 the Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy,
and Transportation Management Executive Order brought a new federal
commitment to efficiency and sustainability. To encourage energy conservation efforts, the order further
strengthened the federal energy reduction goals previously established
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by the Energy Policy Act of 2005.
The new executive order also mandates annual water use reductions in
federal facilities.51 The self-imposed
federal mandates provide an example
of how the government is leading
conservation efforts by example.
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 provided a
generational opportunity to invest
in efforts to develop cleaner energy
sources and reduce building energy
demand. It provides $43 billion in
energy-related investments nationwide, with approximately one-third
of those funds dedicated to building
efficiency measures. These funding
streams include the newly created
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant and the expanded
Qualified Energy Conservation Bond
programs.52
Additionally sustainability has
become a national priority. In 2009
the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, the U.S. Department of Transportation and the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced an interagency
partnership to promote sustainable
communities. The partnership is
meant to coordinate federal transportation, environmental protection and
housing policies and investments
and will provide funding opportunities and technical assistance to communities that choose to promote the
Livability Principles. The Livability
Principles include: providing more
transportation choices, promoting
equitable affordable housing, increasing economic competitiveness, supporting existing communities, leveraging federal investment and valuing

communities and neighborhoods.53
Pennsylvania has also enacted
numerous provisions to encourage
energy conservation and promote
sustainability. In 1988 Pennsylvania passed Act 101 which required
municipalities with populations over
10,000 to implement a curbside recycling program by 1990. The goals
of the program were to reduce Pennsylvania’s municipal waste generation
and educate the public as to the benefits of recycling and waste reduction.
Pennsylvania Act 129 enacted in
2008 mandates the state’s electric
distribution companies to reduce
base load electricity consumption
by 1 percent by 2011 and 3 percent
by 2013. The peak load demand is
also to be reduced by 4.5 percent
by 2015. In order to achieve these
goals, PECO can spend two percent
of its annual rate base, which equals
approximately $85 million, on energy conservation projects in its service
territory, including Philadelphia and
the surrounding counties. The region
will be significantly impacted by
these provisions. Pennsylvania’s rate
caps, which have kept consumers’
electric costs low, will be removed on
January 1, 2011.54
In addition to reducing overall
energy consumption, the Pennsylvania Alternative Energy Portfolio
Standard (AEPS) requires that state
electric distribution and generation companies supply 9.2 percent
of their electricity from alternative
sources by 2011, with a goal of 18
percent by 2020. The AEPS requires
the use of renewable energy such as
solar, geothermal and wind, as well

51 Energy Management and Conservation Program: Fiscal
Year 2007 Annual Report U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency 2008 page 3

53 Partnership for Sustainable Communities: Partnership
in Action U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, U.S. Department of Transportation, and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. January 2010

52 Greenworks Philadelphia, City of Philadelphia, 2009
page 13

54 Greenworks Philadelphia, City of Philadelphia, 2009
page 13
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as alternative energy sources such as
large-scale hydropower to meet these
goals.55
Planning Assumptions
 Energy conservation can be promoted through federal, state and
local regulation and incentives or
by individual free market decisions.
 Environmental legislation will
likely become more stringent in
the future.
 Funding opportunities at the federal and the state level will continue to be competitive. However,
in the near future it is likely that
an increased pool of resources
will be available to municipalities advancing the goals of energy
conservation and sustainability.
 Technical assistance will likely
continue to be available to localities seeking to meet state and federal mandates.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
incorporate the goals of existing
and newly proposed federal and
state legislation to ensure future
competitiveness for available
funding and resources.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
identify technical assistance and
funding programs available.
 The Energy Conservation, Land
Use, Circulation and Housing
Elements should be integrated to
support sustainable development
and to implement the Livability
Principles established in 2009 by
the federal Partnership for Sustainable Communities program.

55 Pennsylvania AEPS Alternative Energy Credit Program
Overview Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission http://
paaeps.com/credit/index.do 2010
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L o c a l re g u l a t o r y e f fo r t s
w h i c h h ave b e e n u n d e r t a ke n
t o a dd re s s e n e r g y
c on ser va t io n i mp rove m e n t s

Local codes and Township actions will be increasingly responsive
to changing economic and environmental forces. Many local decisions
carry regional implications and it is
important for the Township to continue to update its programs and
regulations to meet the needs of the
community and address the changing
state and federal guidelines. Since
the Township Code was adopted in
1927, ordinances have been regularly added and updated to keep pace
with changing trends. Sections of the
Code that involve provisions relating
to energy and resource conservation
include the following:
 Chapter 49 - Air Pollution
 Chapter 101 – Natural Features
Conservation
 Chapter 121 – Stormwater Management and Erosion Control
 Chapter 135 – Subdivision and
Land Development
 Chapter 149 – Watercourses
 Chapter 155 – Zoning
 The Pa Uniform Construction
Code also includes the International Energy Conservation Code
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The Township has actively pursued innovative energy conservation,
resource protection and sustainable transit-oriented-development
through amendments to the codes.
The creation of the Rock Hill Overlay District and the Mixed-Use Special Transportation District as well
as the proposed City Avenue District encourage a mix of uses in
close proximity thus reducing autodependency, encouraging transit use
and promoting the principles of sustainability. The Stormwater Management and Erosion Control Code set
forth requirements to control runoff,
preserve the capacity of streams and
watercourses and provide for maintenance of stormwater facilities.
In many cases minor adjustments
to the existing codes could lead to
reduced energy consumption and
increased open space preservation.
For example, increases in impervious coverage raise concerns about
flooding and stormwater quality.
Modifying the parking requirements
to permit car sharing may reduce the
overall number of spaces required.
The resulting additional open space
available could be used for the inclusion of a landscaped area such as a
rain garden. The reserve parking provisions allow for parking to be held
in reserve without actually paving
the spaces, which would reduce the
overall site disturbance and allow for
increased landscaping. The comprehensive planning process may allow
for a more in-depth review of the interrelated codes and an examination
of potential modifications to ensure
that innovative best management
techniques may be implemented in
future developments.
The Township also promotes the
reduction of solid waste through its
highly successful recycling program.
The original Township Recycling
Center opened on Earth Day in 1970
led by a group of 70 volunteers, in-
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cluding a Boy Scout troop. Management of the Center was assumed by
Riverbend, the Lower Merion-Narberth Watershed Association, and
Harriton House. In 1979, the Center
moved to the Township transfer station, where it remained until passage
of Act 101 of 1988 which mandated
that recycling operations be taken
over by the municipality. Lower Merion began curbside collection of recyclables in 1989 and performed so
well that the Township received the
first Recycling Award from the Pennsylvania Resources Council in 1991.56
In 2008 approximately 2,300 tons of
comingled recycling and 4,100 tons
of mixed paper were recycled by the
Refuse and Recycling Division of the
Public Works Department.57 The
amount of recycled materials is anticipated to increase as the recycling
program was recently expanded to accept plastics numbered one through
seven as well as corrugated cardboard
boxes. Additionally, the Solid Waste
Fees increased for residents in 2010;
however there is no charge for the
pick up and disposal of recyclables.
In 2010 the Township was awarded
a grant from the State Department of
Environmental Protection as part of
the Recycling Performance Grant Program. The Program provides incentives to help Pennsylvania’s communities increase the amount of materials
recovered through recycling and promote economic growth through job
creation and market expansion.
Township efforts to protect the
environment, conserve energy and
promote sustainability will likely
continue to develop at a rapid pace
to meet the challenges of the current
social and environmental climate.

56 The Re-Greening of Lower Merion Township Lower
Merion Township Environmental Advisory Council 2007
57 Stewardship: Township of Lower Merion 2008 Report
Lower Merion Township page 9
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Planning Assumptions
 Township codes will continue
to be updated to address changing economic and environmental
factors. Integration of provisions
regarding sustainable design, energy conservation and efficiency,
and resource protection will likely
encourage developers and property owners to invest in innovative management techniques.
 Topics such as transit oriented development, solid waste reduction,
and energy efficiency will likely
continue to be major factors in
the future consideration of code
amendments and land development applications.
 Solid waste disposal will become
more expensive as existing landfills reach capacity.
 The recycling program will continue to expand as the Township
realizes financial benefits from
reducing solid municipal waste
and increasing recycling revenue.
Additionally residents and businesses will increasingly recycle as
they become more comfortable
with the process and benefits.
 The Township will likely continue to promote waste reduction
efforts, through e-cycling, composting and public education.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Land Use Element and Energy Conservation and Water Resource Element should include
a comprehensive review and
analysis of the existing Township
codes, such as the Natural Features Code, to ensure that they
function within the Township’s
built-out environment.
Best
management practices should be
explored for possible integration
into the existing codes.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
include an analysis of the existing
stormwater management techniques and provisions in place.
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 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
evaluate possible incentives for
the construction of energy efficient buildings, the use of stormwater best management practices,
and other energy conservation
solutions that may be integrated
into the Township codes.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
explore ways to increase recycling
rates at Township, institutional
and commercial facilities.

L o c a l non-regulator y
e f fo r ts to address energ y
c o n s e r v ation issues

The Township is well-positioned
to build upon its history of citizen
participation and leadership to develop a multitude of small scale solutions that cumulatively will have a
large impact. Local non-profit organizations such as the Lower Merion
Conservancy provide educational
programs about the local environment to help residents better understand the ecology of forests, streams
and fields. The Conservancy runs a
comprehensive monitoring program
initiated in 1995 where volunteers
adopt streams and routinely test the
water. The Conservancy also pro-
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vides an Environmental House Calls
Program to answer residents’ questions about managing stormwater,
landscaping for wildlife and restoring
natural streams and wet areas. The
main focus of the Riverbend Environmental Education Center is onsite environmental education for area
schools, as well as short-and longterm camping programs year round.
Local non-profit organizations
and institutions also have been instrumental in initiating innovative
projects that protect the environment, conserve energy and improve
stormwater management. In 1995,
the Lower Merion School District
began using buses that run on Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), a clean
burning and less expensive alternative fuel. Nearly all of the District’s
bus fleet now runs on CNG. In 2007
Riverbend installed a porous asphalt
parking area and bio-retention swale
along the creek. The Haverford
School is expected to obtain certification in the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED)
program of the U.S. Green Building Council for an expansion to the
Upper School. The school itself has
become a living classroom for the
students to learn about energy conservation.
The Township’s advisory bodies
such as the Environmental Advisory
Council (EAC) and the Shade Tree
Commission also hold educational
forums, advise the governing body
regarding key environmental issues
and promote the protection of natural resources. In 2010 the EAC will
continue educational workshops regarding the benefits of composting
and also provide a workshop regarding the use of rain barrels. Numerous public service announcements
regarding the benefits of shade trees
have been aired on the local cable
channel LMTV 7 by the Shade Tree
Commission. The advisory bodies
play a key role in environmental ini-
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tiatives. For example, the EAC prepared an Environmental Action Plan
to promote the conservation of energy and natural resources based on
areas of action on which the Township can exert its influence in pursuit
of environmental conservation goals.
Additionally the EAC was fundamental in the preparation of a proposed
Green Building Resolution that would
establish new environmental design
standards for future work to Township owned buildings which will be
considered by the Board of Commissioners in 2010.
Local non-profit organizations,
institutions and citizens groups will
be key participants in promoting sustainable development and innovative
energy conservation techniques. The
small scale solutions undertaken by
individual homeowners may collectively result in a significant community impact.
Planning Assumptions
 Seemingly small actions taken
by citizens groups and individual property owners will lead to
a large collective impact on the
community.
 The Township’s advisory bodies
are an excellent resource to explore and to develop smaller scale
sustainable initiatives.
 Partnerships between the Township and a variety of institutional,
educational and environmental
groups, including the Lower Merion Conservancy, Riverbend Environmental Education Center and
various “Friends of” groups will
be vital to promoting innovative
energy conservation and environmental protection techniques.
 Local institutions and non-profit
organizations will continue to lead
by example in the use of cuttingedge energy conservation solutions.
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Comprehensive Plan Implications
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
explore ways to advance educational programs available to residents and business owners regarding environmental protection and
sustainable design.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
include an inventory of existing
civic groups, advisory bodies and
non-profit organizations that are
pursuing innovative ways to address sustainability and energy
conservation and identify opportunities to build partnerships with
new and existing organizations.
 The Energy Conservation should
review ways to promote existing
programs available to encourage
sustainable practices and mitigate
energy consumption.
 The Energy Conservation and Water Resource Element should continue to utilize Advisory Boards to
promote educational workshops/
programs to aid individual homeowners in sustainable practices.
Such examples include establishing rain gardens, community tree
plantings, installing solar panels,
reducing pesticides and reducing
lawn/turf dependency, planting
sustainable landscapes, and buying locally produced foods which
foster Integrated Pest Management
methods.
 The Energy Conservation and
Water Resource Element should
incorporate reports prepared by
the advisory bodies and non-profit organizations such as the Environmental Action Plan prepared
by the EAC.
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THEMES

As this report progressed it became evident that a few of the originally identified issues, such as private property
rights, density, stormwater management and routine code maintenance were thoroughly intertwined with other
issues and that they are better understood as planning themes rather than addressed as planning issues. The
following section summarizes four underlying themes influencing planning in the Township and impacting the
most significant planning issues analyzed within this report.

S t or m w a t er M a n age me n t

Stormwater management is one of
the most significant issues associated
with land development and community infrastructure because of concerns to property damage from unchecked stormwater and the expense
associated with managing stormwater.
Stormwater is closely associated with
the amount of impervious surface
permitted on a lot. Impervious surface allocations act as an important
density control and may also provide
an important incentive to implement
Township goals regarding historic
preservation and open space conservation.
Stormwater cannot be addressed
by a single plan element and must
be comprehensively integrated into
planning documents. The Township
must follow state stormwater management requirements regulating
the runoff volume and water qual-

ity. These mandates are reflected in
Township codes and in public infrastructure projects.
Stormwater issues are often associated with new development;
however, because Township codes
require extensive on-site management, stormwater issues are generally
improved through new development.
Many of the issues of stormwater
runoff and water quality result from
existing conditions. Concerns regarding the increasing cost of public
stormwater infrastructure may be
addressed through implementation
of numerous, smaller scaled green
infrastructure projects such as maintaining a healthy tree canopy and responsible home landscaping including rain gardens and rain barrels. The
Township is fortunate to have active
advisory bodies and non-profit organizations available to educate the
public and to undertake important
projects like providing rain barrels to
local residents. The Township should
consider means to expand these important small scale, citizen led efforts
as part of a comprehensive stormwater management program.

Density

Density refers to the intensity, appearance and location of new development and is the central challenge
of preparing a comprehensive growth
management plan. Increased densification was identified as one of the
most overriding concerns from participants of public workshops. Interviews with stakeholders and the
analysis of land development activity
further revealed that residents were
concerned with the potential impacts
associated with density, such as traffic congestion, change to prevailing
lower density character and increased
stormwater runoff.
Density conjures numerous impressions. Population density refers
specifically to the number of people
inhabiting an area. Lower Merion’s
population density is approximately
2,485 persons per square mile (2000
U.S. Census), which is an increase
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of 1% from 1990. However, density
levels vary widely in each community within the Township. Density
references the intensity of a particular land use. Density also refers to
the build out of a community and its
physical structures.
Growth will occur and it is not
necessarily bad. Increased density has
the potential to complement Township goals of revitalizing commercial
areas, providing affordable housing
and preserving historic resources. A
challenge of the comprehensive plan
will be to establish appropriate levels
of density in appropriate locations
and to modify codes to mitigate negative externalities. Focusing denser
growth in commercial areas in close
proximity to existing transit facilities
capitalizes on existing infrastructure.
The challenge will be to embrace the
positive aspects of new development
for the benefit of the community.
Density is important because it provides opportunity for new economic
development, more local revenue,
and other public benefits.
Density impacts residential, commercial and institutional properties
in different ways and innovative
measures will be required to accommodate new mixed-use commercial
development, to provide reasonable
expansion of institutional and residential properties. The physical appearance of density can be mitigated
through increased design standards,
such as use of quality materials, articulation and setbacks, which can
reasonably be required in exchange
for increased density. Quantitative issues regarding potential traffic, infrastructure and stormwater externalities can be addressed in future plan
elements through capacity analysis.
Qualitative issues regarding changes
to the character of the community
will continue to be explored through
an on-going public discussion. This
discussion can be aided through visualization techniques.
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codes that require on-going code
maintenance, such as noise, lighting
and signage. The method in which
noise is measured has evolved with
technology and the code requires updating as a result. Similarly, the lighting provisions should be reviewed to
ensure that glare and off-site impacts
are addressed. The preparation of
this report and the review of ordinance amendments reveal that, even
though many of the efforts were not
undertaken to specifically implement
the Comprehensive Plan, the amendments were generally consistent with
the stated goals and policies of the
Township.
R o u t ine Code Maintenance

As uses change and technology
evolves, the regulations and codes
eventually follow suit.
Keeping
pace with these changes, as well as
federal and state government mandates, is consistently a challenge. It
is the Township’s goal to be able to
address these concerns with the appropriate code updates in a timely
fashion, while still accommodating
technological advances and new development.
The boundary between routine
code maintenance and reactionary
zoning is hard to distinguish. The
Township is constantly updating
codes. Establishing criteria for code
amendments would be beneficial in
the future. Every time a code section is amended, it could have an
unintended consequence to another
section of the code and numerous
amendments to the same code section can become contradictory to
itself.
Major code changes are recommended to be further evaluated in
the comprehensive plan elements,
however several more direct improvements can be made immediately to address internal inconsistencies, such as resolving outstanding
split zoned parcels. There are certain

Balancing P rivate P roper ty
Rights and Values versus
P reser ving Community
Char acter

Many of the issues facing the
Township are the result of individual
actions impacting the collective environment and the public’s desire to
limit those actions. The courts have
determined that while property owners have a right to a reasonable use of
their land, the U.S. Constitution does
not guarantee that the most profitable use will be allowed. Courts
have consistently ruled that even
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large losses of potential economic
benefit do not constitute a taking, as
long as the owner retains reasonable
economic use of some portion of his
or her land.
The State Constitution bestows
Pennsylvania residents the “right to
clean air, pure water and to the preservation of natural, scenic, historic and
aesthetic values of the environment.
Pennsylvania’s public natural resources are the common property of all the
people, including generations yet to
come. As trustees of these resources,
the Commonwealth shall conserve
and maintain them for the benefit of
all people.”58 The MPC encourages
local governments to address valuable natural and cultural resources
such as agricultural lands, wetlands,
floodplains, historic and water supply
resources.59 Local government in the
Commonwealth is obligated to plan
for land use and its regulation through
the authority given in the MPC. This
authority occurs through the “police
power” to protect the public health,
safety, morals and general welfare, as
delegated by the General Assembly.
Questions concerning private property rights and the government’s ability
to regulate the use of private property
are rarely simple and require careful
consideration of both sides.
Planning for the future requires
meeting the needs of stakeholders
without infringing upon the rights
of others. In many situations, the
needs (or at times, beliefs) are opposing. The accepted goals of historic
preservation and land conservation
may be especially contentious. While
these goals are integral to preserving
58 Article I, Section 27, of the Commonwealth’s Constitution, passed by the General Assembly and ratified by the
electorate in May 1971 (May 18, 1971, P.L. 769, J.R.3),
as cited in “Local Land use Controls in Pennsylvania,
Planning Series #1” prepared by the Governor’s Center for
Local Government Services (1999).
59 See MPC Sections 603(b)(5), 604(1) and 604(3), as
cited in “Local Land use Controls in Pennsylvania, Planning
Series #1” prepared by the Governor’s Center for Local
Government Services (1999).
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the Township’s character, government regulation alone is not always
sufficient to preserve/conserve such
properties. Finding the appropriate
balance between extending the government’s ability to regulate individual properties and private property
rights creates ongoing tension. There
are no easy answers and this debate
has permeated Township planning efforts since the first Zoning Code was
enacted in 1927. The Comprehensive
Plan for Lower Merion will attempt to
balance the implementation of Township goals, while keeping the rights of
private property owners at the forefront.
Many of the issues impacting
the Township can also be addressed
through means other than regulation. The Township has a long tradition of property stewardship that has
contributed to the high quality built
environment and high property values. Individuals voluntarily preserve
many historic properties for the community benefit and a large portion of
the Township’s public open space network was acquired through donation
and bargain sale. One of the key challenges of the comprehensive planning
process will be to open a dialogue and
inform the public, government officials and individual property owners
in regards to the social and economic
benefits of regulations promoting the
communal good and to appreciate
the limits of the government’s ability
to regulate private property.
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